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R Baldwin, Gordon C. Stone Age Peoples Today. Norton, 1964. 183p. illus.
8-10 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.28 net.
A most interesting book, written by an anthropologist, describing thirteen primitive
cultures extant today. The author gives a chapter-long survey of the history of each
people, their accoutrements and food supplies, their rites and taboos, and their tri-
bal organization. Each chapter has one full-page photograph of a native of the tribe.
The writing style is informal, discursive but not irrelevant, authoritative, and oc-
casionally humorous. The separate studies are prefaced by an introductory chapter
on race, culture, and language-particularly on the diffusion of knowledge. A glossa-
ry, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
NR Barr, Cathrine. Bobo and Mozart. Walck, 1964. 32p. illus. $2.75.
K-2
A slight text with pedestrian and sentimental illustrations. Bobo, a beagle, was left
to take care of Mozart, a puppy, one day; the family had tied the puppy's harness to
a heavy brick. When Bobo fell asleep, the pup got away; a boy untied the rope and
Mozart took off. After a narrow escape in traffic, the puppy fell into the water; led
by Bobo, trailing children rescued the puppy. The writing style is flat, and the text
in several places intimates a super-canine understanding; for example, approach-
ing Main Street traffic, Bobo "wished he had never shut his eyes," and on the page
before, he "was glad the trail turned back so he could hurry away."
R Bauer, Helen. California Indian Days; line drawings by Don Freeman. Double-
5-7 day, 1963. 160p. $3.50.
A useful book, with general information about language groups, original migration,
sites present and past, and the situation of the Indian today. The major part of the
text is organized by topics: trade, recreation, foods, dwellings, etcetera. Although
of particular interest to California readers, the book gives-particularly in the maps
and charts-enough information to be of wide use, although it does not pretend to be
comprehensive. Some of the photographic illustrations seem valueless, but most of
the drawings and some of the photographs really augment the information given in
the text. An index, a glossary, a list of place names, and several other lists and maps
are appended.
Ad Berna, Paul. Continent in the Sky; tr. by John Buchanan-Brown; illus. by Janet
6-9 Duchesne. Abelard-Schuman, 1963. 192p. $3.50.
Translated from the French, a sequel to Threshold of the Stars; here fourteen-year-
old Michael describes his stowaway trip to the moon-base, Copernicus. The traitor-
ous crew-captain, Evers, strips the two space ships as the first move in a power strug-
gle to get control of the resources of the moon. Having wrecked one ship, Evers takes
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off for home with his mutineers, leaving behind the loyal men who would rather face
extinction than join the renegades. The writing style is slow and congested; plot and
situation are not too melodramatic, but their pace and color are hampered by the
style.
R Berry, Erick. The Four Londons of William Hogarth; illus. with engravings of
8- Hogarth's works. McKay, 1964. 232p. $4.50.
A good biography of the eighteenth century painter and engraver. As the title indi-
cates, the book gives a vivid and detailed picture, also, of life in London: the noisy
streets, the powerful guilds, the brawling lower classes, the elegant upper classes
at the Vauxhall Gardens-and especially the artists and their patrons. The author
describes Hogarth perceptively and candidly, being objective about his work and
about his personality. The theories Hogarth developed are explained in detail; the
series of engravings for which the artist is best known are also minutely described.
A lively and informative book. A bibliography and an index are appended.
R Bragdon, Elspeth. There Is a Tide; illus. by Lilian Obligado. Viking, 1964.
6-9 192p. Trade ed. $3.; Library ed. $3.04 net.
Nat Weston tells the story of his experiences in an island community in Maine. Fif-
teen, motherless, and feeling that his father is a stranger, Nat has been shunted
from school to school-and expelled from all of them. As he makes friends on the
island and begins to feel security, Nat realizes that his father, too, had felt lonely;
the boy, as he begins to think and act a man, awakens in his father a new feeling of
response. The island atmosphere and the island people are impressively vivid; the
changes in the protagonist are realistic, and the writing style-save in long passages
of dialogue, which tend to be stilted-is quite good.
Ad Bragdon, Lillian J. Meet the Remarkable Adams Family; drawings by Fred-
5-8 erick Chapman. Atheneum, 1964. 171p. $3.75.
A biography of seven members of the family, spanning four generations; the major
part of the text is devoted to the more familiar figures: Samuel, John, and John Quin-
cy Adams. There is a slight imbalance of treatment: of the four other members of
the family described (Charles, Henry, Charles Jr. and Brooks) Charles Adams Jr.
is allotted only three pages. Save for occasional slight errors in syntax, the text is
well-written: straightforward in style, objective in attitude. An index is appended.
R Branley, Franklyn Mansfield. A Book of Astronauts for You; illus. by Leonard
3-5 Kessler. T. Y. Crowell, 1963. 62p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.36
net.
A succinct and simple description of the astronaut: his selection, training, testing,
performance, and problems. The author explains clearly the reasons for all of the
educational, physical, and psychological training and screening. Although the text is
simple, it is not over-simplified; neither does it diverge to ancillary subjects. Some
of the illustrations serve merely to embellish the pages, but many of them are in-
formative; the diagrammatic illustrations would be more useful were they precisely
drawn.
M Buehr, Walter. Strange Craft; written and illus. by Walter Buehr. Norton,
5-7 1963. 96p. Trade ed. $3.; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A book that gives a great many facts-all accurate and all interesting-about marine
craft old and new. The text has several serious weaknesses, however, that limit the
book's usefulness. First, the selection of the craft seems random: in discussing
strange craft in the underwater category, for example, some early models of sub-
marines are included, others are not; in discussing strange cargoes (in itself a devi-
ation from the subject as announced in the title) there are listed "three modern craft
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which also carry strange cargoes." These are oil-drilling equipment, equipment for
laying and repairing cables, and-no cargo, this-the ice-breaker. The second weak-
ness is the dry, fact-crammed style. The book covers too many areas too superfi-
cially; most of the topics touched on are fully described in books dealing with the in-
dividual topics. Some of the topics, in fact, have been handled very capably by Mr.
Buehr in his Of Ships and Life at Sea (Scribner's, 1953).
Ad Caswell, Helen Rayburn. A Wind on the Road; written and illus. by Helen Ray-
4-5 burn Caswell. Van Nostrand, 1964. 106p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed.
$3.37 net.
Set in Oregon farming country in 1910, the story of some events in the life of ten-
year-old Esther. Esther suffers because she is not plump and blond like her older
sisters; she is enchanted to find, in a gypsy camp, a girl who resembles her. Marya
and Esther are instantly friends, and their friendship is instrumental in the eventual
solution of a baffling and crucial problem: Marya's father has been accused of steal-
ing the valuable violin belonging to a neighbor who is a concert violinist. The culprit
-unmasked by the girls and a boy their own age-is the violinist's evil, surly care-
taker, Mr. Resnik. The writing style is good, the period details are convincing, and
the scenes of farm and woods are good. The characters are stereotyped in varying
degrees, and the storyline ends in a dramatic tangle that is not quite believable.
R Caudill, Rebecca. The Far-Off Land; drawings by Brinton Turkle. Viking,
7-9 1964. 287p. $3.50.
A good pioneer story with an unusual setting, vivid characterization, and convincing
dialogue; the period details are smoothly integrated, and the story line has suspense.
Orphaned Ketty Petrie, in 1780, was taken from the Moravian settlement in Salem by
the older brother she had not seen for fourteen years. Anson had decided that the one
remaining member of his family should join the flatboat expedition to French Lick.
An outsider at first, the young girl learned to appreciate the rough ways of the wil-
derness settlers; in accepting others, Ketty became accepted herself. Brought up to
practice brotherly love, Ketty found it hard to adjust to the hostile behavior of the
pioneers toward the Indians. Realistically, the solution is a compromise.
Ad Cheney, Cora. The Mystery of the Disappearing Cars; illus. by Dick Pfahl.
6-9 Knopf, 1964. 146p. $3.25.
Sam and Windy meet when they both come to Vermont to work at a small resort hotel,
the owner of which has made a practice of awarding college scholarships to boys
whose performance on the summer job shows honesty and dependability. The boys be-
come suspected of stealing an antique car, and in the process of clearing their names
and solving the mystery they almost lose their scholarships. The writing style is
smooth, with good dialogue; the characters and the hotel background are convincing;
the plot 'is rather contrived and involved.
Ad Christopher, Matthew F. Catcher with a Glass Arm; illus. by Foster Caddell.
3-5 Little, 1964. 137p. $2.95.
Jody was a good catcher, but he didn' t throw well and he knew that some of the boys
on his team felt that he was responsible for lost games. When he was hit by a pitched
ball and thereafter backed away from the pitch, Jody had double trouble. With prac-
tice, and with help from the father of one of his team-mates, Jody improved-in fact,
he helped win the league championship game. Routine as a baseball story, but better
balanced than the strictly-baseball books; Jody's family and his friends do play a part
in his life.
R Cone, Molly. The Real Dream; illus. by Bea Holmes. Houghton, 1964. 139p.
7-9 $2.75.
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Luise Martin is smitten by Hoagie the moment he joins the sophomore class; infat-
uated, Lu cannot see that Hoagie is a boor, but interprets all his words and actions
with doting charity. Her parents don't like Hoagie, and Lu comes to realize, when
the boy' s lack of integrity and responsibility become too obvious to deny, that she's
been creating a dream-Hoagie. A most perceptive story, smoothly written, soundly
characterized, and realistic in development and d6nouement.
Ad Cooke, David Coxe. Seaplanes that Made History. Putnam, 1963. 72p. illus.
5-9 Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.68 net.
In the usual Cooke format, a series of full-page photographs is faced by pages of text,
each page giving information about the building of the model pictured, about flights
and records, and about performance in war time. With few exceptions, the planes
were used in military action. The final paragraph of text lists such statistical data
as wing-span, loaded weight, make of engine, etcetera. Although most of the sea-
planes described are those of the United States, the collection includes planes of
France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan. A useful book, covering models
and flights of seaplanes from 1910 to 1958; because few seaplanes are still in use
today, there may be less interest in this book than in Mr. Cooke' s books on bombers,
fighters, or racing planes.
R Coolidge, Olivia E. Edith Wharton 1862-1937. Scribner, 1964. 221p. Trade
9- ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.63 net.
An excellent biography, mature and sharply perceptive in its commentary on the sub-
ject, and on the times and the circles in which she moved. Mrs. Coolidge is candid
and critical in the assessment of each of Edith Wharton' s books, giving more details
about plot and theme than are found in most biographies. A list of Mrs. Wharton's
books and a lengthy index are appended.
M Coombs, Patricia. Waddy and His Brother. Lothrop, 1963. 31p. illus. Trade
K-2 ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
Waddy, a small boy (raccoon) is jealous of his baby brother, especially since his old-
er brother and sister find Waddy just a nuisance. His attention-getting mechanisms
fail. Then mother has to go off on an errand-the older children are at school-Waddy
is left to take care of the baby. They make a phenomenal mess and have a good time
and fall asleep. When mother returns she is satisfied; mess or no, the baby has been
taken care of. Waddy is satisfied because he now knows that his baby brother thinks
Waddy is the funniest person in the whole family. Since he is now happy and content,
Waddy is more socially acceptable-even his older brother and sister smile at him.
Not an unrealistic family situation and reaction, but only mildly humorous. In the
framework of the story (fairly modern home, human trappings-including clothes,
children going to school) the reason the debacle is possible seems out of place: Moth-
er got lost in a blueberry thicket on the way home from Aunt Ruth's.
Ad Davis, Julia. A Valley and a Song; The Story of the Shenandoah River; illus. by
6-9 Joan Berg. Holt, 1963. 216p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.59 net.
An interesting and useful book, somewhat weakened by the ornate style used in some
parts of the book. This is exemplified in the closing paragraph: "Goodby, then, to the
Shenandoah Valley, a valley with a long past. Children are highly thought of there,
both for themselves and because they tie the past to the future. In the Valley the pres-
ent is only a link in a chain as long as the human race. In the Valley the present and
the past cannot be separated, and the future is their child." Most of the text is more
succinct and is informative; the author describes the colonial discovery of the valley,
the Indian tribes that lived or hunted there, the massacres, the events of the two great
wars, and some of the notable or famous residents of the Shenandoah Valley. An un-
usually lengthy and very good bibliography is appended, as is an index. Good browsing
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material with some limited reference use.
R Emery, Anne. Dinny Gordon: Junior. Macrae, 1964. 167p. $3.25.
6-9
A third book about Dinny, who is still a refreshingly sensible and intelligent young-
ster. Dinny is still reluctant to go steady with Curt; she is also reluctant to give him
up, but her decision is hastened by Curt' s hostile attitude toward the Goldmans, an
attractive brother and sister new in the community. Although the story of Dinny' s
junior year has a balanced treatment of interests and problems, the theme of preju-
dice is emphasized. The author is matter-of-fact and realistic about the varied re-
actions of a close middle-class community to a Jewish family; realistically, those
people who have anti-semitic feelings are little changed-they make an effort, but
they don't fully accept the Goldmans.
M Feuerlicht, Roberta S. Let's Go to a World's Fair; illus. by Robert Bartram.
3-4 Putnam, 1964. 48p. $1.86.
Poorly illustrated, and written in a stilted style, but this book will be of some use
because of the New York Fair, about which there is an adequate amount of informa-
tion in the second half of the book. The first part of the book describes very briefly
and rather superficially the first kinds of fairs and the first world's fairs. The one-
page glossary is of dubious usefulness, since many of the words or names seem to
need no clarification, such as "Queen Victoria" or "exhibit".
Ad Fleming, Elizabeth P. The Takula Tree; illus. by Robert Jefferson. West-
5-6 minster, 1964. 175p. $3.25.
A missionary family in Africa is involved in a local uprising; some of the natives are
loyal to the mission, some are antagonistic, and some of the white settlers blame the
missionaries for educating the natives and fomenting discontent. While Mr. Manship
is away from the mission, the rebellion starts, and young Paul and his mother escape
with two native friends. The mission is burned, and after several harrowing episodes
Paul and his mother prepare to leave the country. The story, despite the dramatic in-
cidents, is somehow slow-moving-perhaps because the writing style is rather labored.
The most important and appealing facet of the book is the candid approach to racial
problems: Paul and his friend have frank discussions, and the opinions and behavior
of people (black and white) show all ranges of conviction. There are people who are
racist or who are unscrupulous on each side of the struggle just as there are ideal-
istic or unselfish people on each side.
R Floethe, Louise Lee. The Islands of Hawaii; with pictures by Richard Floethe.
3-4 Scribner, 1964. 31p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
A modest introduction to the fiftieth state, with pastel illustrations that have informa-
tive detail. The simple, continuous text has a quiet conversational quality as it com-
ments on volcanic origin, crops, the local foods, recreation and holidays, and-above
all-the diversity of peoples and the harmony in which they live. The text is not too
simplified for the'independent reader in third or fourth grade, but it is also suitable
for reading aloud to children in the first and second grades.
R Floherty, John Joseph. Get That Story; Journalism-Its Lore and Thrills. Lip-
7-12 pincott, 1964. 192p. illus. $3.95.
A thoroughly revised edition of the 1952 title, with more material about women in
newspaper work, an added chapter on "the culture beat," and with photographs dis-
persed through the volume rather than being bound into one section. The writing is
still slangy, enthusiastic, and fairly florid, with long pseudo-conversational passages
giving straight information. The facts presented, however, are not popularized; they
are comprehensive in coverage and detailed in treatment. Mr. Floherty gives some
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historical background, discusses the operation of the small newspaper and the large
metropolitan publication, the departments, the work of the reporter, staff and editori-
al work, and the importance of the photographer. Interesting reading and useful for
vocational guidance.
R Forsee, Aylesa. Albert Einstein: Theoretical Physicist; illus. with photographs
7- and diagrams. Macmillan, 1963. 202p. $4.95.
A competent biography that emphasizes Einstein' s work rather than his personal life.
The writing style is quite good and the explanations of scientific theories and discus-
sions are lucid, but the book is weakened by the fact that much of the scientific mate-
rial is presented in the guise of conversation. The illustrative diagrams are not al-
ways easy to interpret. Despite these slight drawbacks, the book should be very use-
ful; it is thoroughly documented, with appended material enough to indicate ready-
reference use: an index, a selected bibliography, a glossary of scientific terms, a
list of important dates, and a list of citations for quoted material.
Ad Fox, William W. Careers in the Biological Sciences. Walck, 1963. 114 p.
7- illus. (Careers for Tomorrow). $3.50.
A good career guide, limited in usefulness by the uneven treatment of material, the
text being fairly well organized but unbalanced. The writing is competent, straight-
forward, and only a little dry-not as solid-looking as the pages seem (because of
small, close print) to be. The material is broadly divided in some places: chapters
on "Science Inside Man" and "Wildlife Biology" precede chapters entitled "New Breed
of Domestic Animals" (establishment of the Santa Gertrudis strain) and "Conquest of
the Screw Worm." The final chapter gives some general advice on salaries and on ed-
ucational preparation, material that might well be extended. A list of definitions of
some of the biological sciences, a reading list (a dozen titles of subject interest, al-
most a dozen on careers in biology), and an index are appended.
R Goldberg, Herbert S. Hippocrates; Father of Medicine. Watts, 1963. 107p.
6-9 (Immortals of Science Books). $2.95.
Competently written in a straightforward but rather dry style, a good biography.
Much of the material in the book is, however, not biographical material about Hip-
pocrates at all, although it gives good background and amplifies information on med-
ical history. The book begins with an introduction to ancient Greece, describes the
life of Hippocrates, then diverges for three chapters to discuss pre-Hippocratic med-
icine, specialization, and medicine or other professions and trades of the time. After
returning to the theories, the practice, and the writings of Hippocrates, the text gives
brief descriptions of some of the men who followed him. The book should be of great
appeal to the reader with an interest in medicine, especially ancient medicine, but is
rather attenuated as a biography. A very good index is appended.
Ad Hirsch, S. Carl. The Globe for the Space Age; illus. by Burt Silverman. Viking,
6-9 1963. 88p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
A book about maps and globes, navigation, time, weather, and assorted oddments. The
writing is informal and rambling, so that the book provides pleasant browsing; however,
the poor organization of material and the inadequate treatment of some of the topics
touched on will limit the usefulness of the book. Few of the illustrations give informa-
tion; a list of suggested readings, a brief list of manufacturers of globes, and an index
are appended.
R Hoban, Russell C. A Baby Sister for Frances; pictures by Lillian Hoban. Harper,
3-6 1964. 28p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
yrs.
A small enchantment. In Bedtime for Frances, a small girl (badger) performed, dili-
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gently and ingenuously, the Standard Bedtime Operating Procedure for Small Girls;
now Frances pursues with equal diligence the Normal Reaction Procedure for De-
throned Siblings. She makes noise. She retreats in dignity to the isolation of the
kitchen sink. She feels rejected; she decides to run away. From the solitary fast-
ness of the dining room she scouts her parents' conversation; they bear careful,
audible witness to their loneliness. Frances returns, reassured and even willing
to be slightly patronizing about the baby. The illustrations are charming, echoing
the gentle humor and the warmth of the story; a delightful book to read aloud, and
a perceptive one.
R Hobart, Lois. Mexican Mural; The Story of Mexico, Past and Present; illus.
9- with photographs. Harcourt, 1963. 224p. $3.95.
A fine book. The author gives a picture that is both broad in scope and detailed in
treatment; the approach is objective yet understanding, and the style is straight-
forward but lively. The text covers geographical and historical summations, ethnic
and cultural aspects, arts and architecture; it gives, in especially good chapters,
assessments of educational and political problems that reflect personal observations
that are intelligent as well as informed. A good bibliography and an index are ap-
pended.
M Holding, James. Mr. Moonlight and Omar; illus. by Aliki. Morrow, 1963.
K-2 32p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.03 net.
A slight read-aloud story set in Morocco and illustrated with pictures that have in-
teresting detail and use of color but that are, on most pages, distracting. Omar,
helping his father in the fields, suggests having his donkey pull the plow; it doesn't
work. Later he tries plowing with a camel that has been given to him (by a man
whose beast was vicious because the master was cruel); it doesn't work. Then
Omar tries the two animals together; it works. "And that is why, up to this very day,
you can still see camels and donkeys plowing together in Morocco." The story has
little substance and the conclusion is rather flat; save for the fact that one of the an-
imals is a camel, there is nothing in the text that has any flavor of locale.
Ad Holding, James. The Mystery of the False Fingertips. Harper, 1964. 250p.
7-10 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
Dutch and Cam, high school juniors, have summer jobs; Dutch works in a classical
museum from which are stolen five ceremonial Egyptian fingertips-valueless re-
productions. Although the police are working on the case, they are not told by the
boys of some of the clues. Unfortunately, the boys therefore expose themselves to
real danger; fortunately, they extricate themselves and then inform the authorities
in time to catch the thieves. The style of writing is good, although it is not as smooth
as the author's adult mysteries. The characters, the relationships (boy-girl, brother-
sister, youth-adult), and the school situations are excellent; the plot is uneven in con-
struction, being logical for the most part but with some quite contrived or coinciden-
tal episodes.
R Hunt, Irene. Across Five Aprils. Follett, 1964. 223p. Trade ed. $3.95; Li-
7- brary ed. $3.60 net.
An impressive book both as a historically authenticated Civil War novel and as a
beautifully written family story. Jethro Creighton, youngest child of a southern Il-
linois family, is ten the first April of the war; Jeth takes on his father's work when
illness or military service take father and older brothers. One of his brothers fights
for the South, two for the North; the realistic treatment of the intricate emotional
conflicts within a border-state family is superb. The details of battles and campaigns
are deftly integrated into letters and conversations, and the characters are complete-
ly convincing.
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Ad Jackson, Robert B. Sports Cars. Walck, 1963. 43p. illus. $2.75.
5-7
The first part of the book describes the special attributes of a sports car, compar-
ing it to the ordinary car. The text is accurate but, in both diagram-captions and in
the text, terms and concepts are inadequately explained for the reader with no pre-
vious knowledge. The middle section of the book describes different makes and mod-
els, giving general rather than technically detailed information. In the third part of
the book, the author describes rallies, gymkhanas, and races.
Ad Kettelkamp, Larry. Puzzle Patterns; written and illus. by Larry Kettelkamp.
4-7 Morrow, 1963. 48p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
A book that briefly surveys different kinds of puzzles, giving simple examples, so-
lutions, and suggestions for making puzzles. The text covers crosswords, anagrams,
a few word games, geometric puzzles, mosaics and jigsaws, ciphers and trompe-
1'oeil pictures. It also suggests that construction-parts and tools are useful applica-
tions of puzzle-piecing.
R Kumin, Maxine W. Speedy Digs Downside Up; pictures by Ezra Jack Keats.
3-5 Putnam, 1964. 44p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.68 net.
An engaging nonsense story, told in rhyme; illustrations echo the light humor of the
text, and some of the pictures have, in addition, interesting techniques used to rep-
resent deep-earth strata. Speedy longed, at the age of eight, to distinguish himself
in some way; he was a remarkable digger and a persistent lad, so he dug. Every
night for a year, secretly, Speedy dug; he had to put an elevator into his pit, and he
had to use the garden hose to cool the lava layer, but he made it right through the
earth to Tasmania. Hailed as a hero because he walked right-side-up, Speedy taught
the Tasmanian population how to walk, and they found new satisfactions in simple
things. The story is especially appealing because the nonsense element here is so
bland: the Tasmanian citizens are delighted with the idea of having the wheels of
their cars on the ground, for example, or the idea of washing dishes standing on
one's feet rather than on one's head-"The women said, 'Goodness.' Why didn't we
think how nice it would be to see into the sink?" This is a good choice for reading
aloud to younger children.
M Lerner, Marguerite Rush. Who Do You Think You Are? The Story of Hered-
4-6 ity; illus. by Polly Bolian. Prentice-Hall, 1963. 64p. Trade ed. $2.95;
Library ed. $2.84 net.
A book that is written with complete accuracy in the information given, but one that
has some serious weaknesses in style and in organization of material. The writing
has an obtrusive note of coyness, for one thing, "We have to be alive in order to learn
anything at all. A rock, big or small, can never know what it is made of. And whoever
heard of a rainbow going to school?" In describing some early medical research, the
text moves from the work of Redi to the findings of Harvey-and back to Redi. The
other important weakness is in the inadequacy of some explanations, in several cases
explanations of statements that are relevant but not necessary. For example, in dis-
cussing embryonic changes, in particular those of the human embryo, Dr. Lerner is
quite lucid, but goes on to state that ". . . somebody once said, 'ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny' (on-TA-jen-nee re-ca-PIT-u-lates fih-LA-jen-nee) .... All that this
means is that while the human embryo grows, it looks like other embryo creatures
with backbones that have lived on earth before man."
R Lewiton, Mina. That Bad Carlos; pictures by Howard Simon. Harper, 1964.
3-6 175p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.27 net.
When the Miraflores family came to New York for a visit, ten-year-old Carlos had
been reluctant to leave Puerto Rico. Lively and imaginative, Carlos was always get-
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ting into trouble. "Do not make trouble, Carlos."-that reaction was almost automat-
ic. Carlos liked school, enjoyed the neighbors, and most of all enjoyed riding a bor-
rowed bicycle. When it turned out that the bicycle had been "borrowed" from a store
by an older boy, the quite innocent Carlos was suspect. His teacher and his parents
helped solve the problem and also helped Carlos gain a more responsible attitude.
Although the story ends on a note of all-problems-solved, the solution is perfectly
credible. The picture of the Puerto Rican community is cheerful and sympathetic,
the mild reformation of the irrepressible Carlos is realistic, and the characteriza-
tion is good. The writing style is particularly successful in combining simplicity of
structure with acuity of observation.
Ad Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). Happy Times in Noisy Village; tr. by Florence
3-5 Lamborn; illus. by lion Wikland. Viking, 1963. 123p. Trade ed. $2.50;
Library ed. $2.62 net.
A sequel to The Children of Noisy Village; published in Sweden in 1961, and again
told by nine-year-old Lisa, the book continues an episodic ramble through the year.
Lisa and her friends go back to school in the fall; Lisa and Anna take care of the baby
next door, the children sell produce, Lisa brings her pet lamb to school. All of the
anecdotes are realistic; there is no drama, there are no serious problems, there are
no great changes. The writing style is light and informal, with a note (as in the first
book) of cuteness that palls; for example, "Mommy says she can't understand why it
takes more than twice as long to walk home as it does to walk to school. I don't un-
derstand it either. But it just can't be helped."
R Littledale, Harold. Alexander; illus. by Tom Vroman. Parents' Magazine, 1964.
K-2 40p. $2.75.
A read-aloud picture book with slightly stylized, humorous illustrations and a slight
but imaginative text. The story consists of a small boy telling his father, at the end
of the day, all about the misdeeds and surliness of Alexander, the boy's imaginary
horse. It is clear enough to be quickly recognized by the youngest listener that the
boy is describing his own day. He is penitent; father is patient, loving, and a little
amused. Asked what ought to be done about the bad horse, father says he thinks it
was just a bad day. "Alexander will be a wonderful little horse tomorrow." he says,
as he turns out the light, "And you'll be a wonderful little boy, too." How did father
know he hadn't been a very nice boy all day? Alexander had told him.
Ad Logsdon, Richard H. Library Careers; by Richard H. and Irene K. Logsdon.
8- Walck, 1963. lllp. illus. (Careers for Tomorrow). $3.50.
A good book in the series, giving information about training and specialization, about
library history and about the different kinds of libraries, about salaries and qualifi-
cations, and about the probabilities of future mechanization and its implications for
library service. The information is comprehensive and accurate, although not always
up-to-date; for example, the authors state that the elementary school librarian must
be able to select titles "from the more than 1,600 new titles published annually.",
whereas 2,600 neWv juvenile titles were published in 1963. There are also occasional
comments like "Salaries are good but of course you are not going to get rich on six,
twelve or even twenty-five thousand dollars a year." A list of accredited library
schools, a reading list, and an index are appended.
R Lord, Beman. Our New Baby's ABC; pictures by Velma Ilsley. Walck, 1964.
2-5 30p. $2.95.
yrs.
A pleasant combination of alphabet book and constructive approach to the new baby. A
small brother and sister are pictured, surveying the baby with rather cheerful com-
placency. "They brought us a Hobbyhorse. We can ride it, but he is too small. He can't
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eat Ice Cream because it' s too cold. We can! " The text should be useful for learning
the alphabet, also, because it uses as examples such familar objects. The illustrations
are not outstanding, but they augment the mood of the text, particularly in showing the
inclusive affection of parents and grandparents.
M Mannheim, Grete. Farm Animals. Knopf, 1964. 42p. illus. $3.25.
3-5
A slight fictional text accompanies a series of photographs of farm animals. Billy
brings some of his friends out from the city to spend a day on his grandfather's farm;
the boys wander around, asking questions and taking pictures, and Billy tells them a
few facts about each animal. The text is mildly informative and mildly dull, the whole
giving the impression that a working farm (slightly old-fashioned, with no tractor and
no milking machines) is a busy place with a variety of animals and poultry.
R Meyer, Jerome Sydney. Water at Work; illus. with photographs, and diagrams
5-8 by John Polgreen. World, 1963. 92p. $3.
A lucidly written and well-organized text, illustrated with good photographs and very
good simple diagrams. The author describes the water cycle and discusses the com-
position of, and special properties of, water. Succeeding chapters cover the various
ways in which man uses water: irrigation, waste disposal, transportation, electric
power, and industrial uses. The last chapter makes brief prognostications about the
future-the possibilities of obtaining needed water from artificial rain or from desa-
linization processes. An index is appended.
M Mitchell, Jerry. The Amazing Mets; cartoons by Willard Mullin. Grosset, 1964.
6-9 184p. $1.95.
A history of the colorful team; the cartoon illustrations are difficult to read, being re-
plete with small-print balloons and captions, and have little humor. The writing style
is slangy, cluttered, and anecdotal. Although the accounts of games and the anecdotes
about Casey Stengel and his players will be of interest to baseball fans, the material
in the book is so poorly organized and the writing style is so colloquial and turgid
that the audience will be limited.
R Nolan, Jeanette Covert. The Shot Heard Round the World; The Story of Lexing-
6-9 ton and Concord. Messner, 1963. 191p. $3.95.
A lively book about the beginning of the American Revolution, parts of which are skil-
fully fictionalized; the text is unusual in giving both the British and the American pa-
triot attitudes. Familiar as is the historical material, it is yet interesting to see a
fresh approach in which the issues are treated with objectivity and the heroes with
candor. The text begins with the famous shot heard 'round the world, moving from
Lexington to give background and amplification with past events and personages, and
with the attitudes on both sides; the book ends with a review of events subsequent to
the close of that day. A bibliography and index are appended.
NR Nordin, Gosta, illus. My Own Little Cat; photographs by Gosta Nordin; story
3-5 by Marianne Gerland-Ekeroth. Coward-McCann, 1963. 57p. Trade ed.
yrs. $2.50; Library ed. $2.68 net.
An oversize book of photographs, with captions apparently contrived to fit the photo-
graphs in the usual pattern of pictures-of-cute-animal-young. The text is a first-per-
son commentary by the small daughter of the photographer; little Minnie talks to (and
about) her kitten Tiny. There are photographs of Tiny spilling milk, Tiny playing with
a ball, Minnie reading to kittens, etcetera. Both the child and the kitten are charming,
but the photography is not unusual and the text has only a suggestion of a plot.
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Ad Norton, Andre. Ordeal in Otherwhere. World, 1964. 221p. $3.50.
7-10
A science fiction novel with some characters and concepts that will be familiar to
Norton fans; here an outcast girl struggles alone on the strange planet of Warlock
until she joins forces with Shann Lantee, the hero of Storm Over Warlock. Charis,
because she is a woman, is accepted to an extent by the witch-like female inhabit-
ants, The Wyverns, who have dream-weaving powers. The two humans succeed even-
tually in achieving a compromise treaty between the Wyverns and their enemies. The
fantasy situation is conceived imaginatively, and the details are colorful, but the plot
moves slowly because of the detailed writing and because of the cumulation of epi-
sodes that are more or less repetitive.
R Ordway, Fredrick I. Conquering the Sun's Empire; by Fredrick I. Ordway,III,
8- and Ronald C. Wakeford; illus. by Harry H-K Lange. Dutton, 1963. 128p.
$3.95.
A book about future exploration of our solar system, with an introductory chapter
that discusses the astronautical progress that has been made, describes the solar
system, and considers the problems and the goals in space exploration. Succeeding
chapters discuss major objectives in space: the moon, other planets or their satel-
lites, the asteroids. In each case, the authors consider the special problems, the prob-
able craft to be used, and the investigative opportunities afforded. Although much of
the text is imaginative to the extent that it is based on conjectures about details, the
book is rather heavy and dry in writing style. The subject matter is fascinating and
the information is authoritative, however; distinctions between fact and conjecture
are always made clear. An index is appended.
M Powers, Richard M. The Cave Dwellers; In the Old Stone Age. Coward-McCann,
6-8 1963. 62p. illus. (Life Long Ago Series). Trade ed. $3.95; Library, ed.
$3.64 net.
An oversize book with interesting but overly busy illustrations. The text gives some
interesting information, but the material is poorly organized; the writing style is ade-
quate, but the text is confusing because it shifts from a fictional description of the
hunting and cave painting of one tribe to a non-fiction commentary. The print is in two
different colors, but this device for separation is not very effective, since the two kinds
of print are not used in a regular pattern. The story, amplified in the illustrations,
gives an explanation of the typical cave painting: the rites of propitiation and the record
of victory.
M Rothschild, Alice. Fruit Is Ripe for Timothy; illus. by Hildegard Woodward.
4-6 Scott, 1963. 44p. $3.25.
yrs.
A picture book with a slight text that has no story line, simply compiling remarks about
different kinds of fruit. A few sentences about each type give a fact or two about the
fruit, although some of the text is not particularly relevant; about apples, for example,
the text reads: "Apple trees are good for climbing. The kittens climbed them. So did
Timothy. But kittens don't eat apples. Timothy does." The illustrations are moderately
attractive; unfortunately, the fact that they are not in full color has led to some unre-
alistic pages; most of the fruits are in fairly real-looking shades of red or yellow, so
that it is jarring to see blueberries pictured as white berries amid dark red leaves.
R Rounds, Glen. Rain in the Woods; And Other Small Matters. World, 1964. 95p.
4-7 illus. Trade ed. $3.; Library ed. $2.96 net.
A handsome book, with very wide margins in which the author's black-and-white draw-
ings are beautifully displayed. The text-rambling, informal, and lightly humorous-
should delight nature lovers as much as it informs. The author is entranced by the
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small and startling events in nature: the laborious building efforts, the successful
camouflaging, the titanic battles of tiny insects. His enthusiasm is implicit rather
than explicit, and is therefore the more infectious.
M Stewart, Elizabeth Laing. The Lion Twins; photographs by Marlin and Carol
K-2 Perkins. Atheneum, 1964. 27p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.74 net.
Photographs of twin lion cubs born in a Chicago zoo are accompanied by a first-per-
son commentary by one of the cubs. Each picture is described by Leo. "This is Lin-
da. Linda is my twin. She is a lion, too." Some of the text is less than realistic: "Fa-
ther and Mother were watching from their cage. 'Look, Father,' Linda called. 'Look
at Leo pull.'" The photographs are attractive but not unusual; the text is simply
written, a bit stilted, and mildly informative about the care of baby lions.
R Stolz, Mary Slattery. The Mystery of the Woods; pictures by Uri Shulevitz.
3-5 Harper, 1964. 47p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
Attractively illustrated, a story with quiet charm and humor; as is true of other books
by this author, the deceptive simplicity of style makes it possible to enjoy the story
at an obvious level while an appreciation of nuance can deepen the enjoyment-but is
not requisite. A small boy lives alone with his grandfather at the edge of the woods;
they live by a set of rigid rules, one of which is never to go into the woods. A run-
away kitten takes them into the woods one night; their pattern is disrupted and Grand-
father's perspective changes: he sees that change itself is not always bad and that
flexibility can be pleasant. The writing style is a delight, and the book is excellent
for reading aloud to younger children.
NR Summers, James L. The Cardiff Giants. Westminster, 1964. 174p. $3.25.
7-9
Dalton Andrews is a high-school junior whose love for Thelma Clark makes him tongue-
tied; Dalton and his friends are stunned when Thelma' s twin cousins arrive for a year.
Seven feet tall, the visitors from Cardiff, Texas are fine prospects for school teams,
but the boys decide that the Cardiff Giants need summer tutoring to be eligible. The
twins depart, but the studying done by the tutors prepares them as they have never been
prepared for the rigors of a tough new academic program. Dalton and Thelma, after
severe communication difficulties, get together. The plot is simple, the characters elab-
orately overdrawn. The writing style is flippant and turgid with jargon, the humor of
phrase obscured by prolixity. The painfully cute language might be tolerable in some
conversation, but it is overpowering because it is omnipresent.
Ad Vance, Marguerite. Esther Wheelwright, Indian Captive; illus, by Lorence F.
4-6 Bjorklund. Dutton, 1964. 96p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A fictionalized biography of the child who grew up to become the first English superi-
or of an Ursuline order. Captured by the Abenakis in 1703, Esther-then six-was
raised as an Indian; her zeal for learning led a French missionary, Father Bigot, to
arrange her sale to the French Governor of Canada. Sent to a convent school, Esther
became a nun despite the opposition of her real and her adoptive families. Written with
restraint, the story is inherently dramatic, yet the total effect is rather static; the clos-
ing passages of the book are discrepant in covering hurriedly many more years than do
the preceding chapters.
NR Villarejo, Mary. The Famous Blue Gnu of Colonel Kachoo; written and illus. by
K-2 Mary Villarejo. Knopf, 1964. 27p. $3.
A picture book with rhyming text and with overly busy illustrations. Colonel Kachoo
brought back animals for himself when he went on expeditions for the zoo; by the time
he returned with a blue gnu, his house was filled to overflowing. The keeper of the emp-
ty zoo asked for the gnu, and the colonel granted the request. "And there you can see,
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if you find the right zoo, the famous blue gnu of Colonel Kachoo." The story-line is
slight and unoriginal, fanciful but not funny.
R Weber, Lenora (Mattingly). Don't Call Me Katie Rose. T. Y. Crowell, 1964.
7-10 302p. $3.95.
Katie Rose Belford was one of six children living with a widowed mother who had a
large clan in and around Denver. Transferring from St. Jude' s to a public high school
in her sophomore year, Katie Rose decided that she wanted to be called Kathleen; she
loved her family but wished they were more reserved. She also wished they had more
money; she was, in fact, ashamed of being poor, ashamed that her mother played pi-
ano at a restaurant, ashamed of her charming Uncle Brian, an alcoholic. Helped by a
new and sensible friend, Jeanie, Katie Rose gained perspective about her problems,
accepting responsibility for Brian and accepting her own situation with increasing
maturity. The ending is a bit pat, but the warm and lively family situation is engag-
ing, the relationships between Katie Rose and her friends are realistic, and the can-
did treatment of the alcoholic relative is superb. One of the most appealing aspects
of Mrs. Weber's writing is the occasional sharp deviation from the stereotype. Katie
Rose's new friend Jeanie, for example, is an only child, but unspoiled . .. she comes
from a family that is well-off, but she's not a snob . . . she helps Katie Rose engage
the attention of Bruce, the football hero who has been her own beau.
R Wier, Ester. The Rumptydoolers; illus. by W. T. Mars. Vanguard, 1964. 159p.
6-9 $3.50.
Whit, orphaned at fifteen, is taken out of a private school by his uncle and guardian;
Uncle Mike feels that Whit-spoiled and lazy-needs to learn to work and needs to
change his sense of values. On a remote Arizona sheep ranch there is little for Whit
to do but work; at first resentful toward his uncle and contemptuous about the work
and the workers, the boy comes to appreciate the competence and loyalty of the herd-
ers. On a two hundred mile trek to the summer grounds, Whit learns the satisfactions
of a hard job well done, and he learns to discern the important qualities in other men
as well as in himself. He learns from an Australian that a "rumptydooler" is a cham-
pion. Characterization is convincing, the details of the ranch and the trek are fasci-
nating, and the story line has unity of construction and momentum of pace.
Ad Wynants, Miche. The Giraffe of King Charles X; story and pictures by Miche
3-4 Wynants. McGraw-Hill, 1964. 54p. $2.50.
A small book with unusual illustrations that combine collage and painting, illustrations
that are interesting in design but are, on most pages, distractingly ornate. The text,
based on fact, tells of the first giraffe seen in France; the story is told by the giraffe
-a gracious guest who is pleased at the trip and the honors paid her, but calmly ac-
cepts the homage as only her due. An appended author' s note gives the story of the
giraffe sent in 1826 from Egypt to France; the appendix is interesting, but it is not
appropriate for the book's audience.
R Young, Scott. A Boy at the Leafs' Camp; drawings by Doug Sneyd. Little, 1963.
7-9 256p. $3.50.
A good book for hockey fans, but too solidly hockey for the general reader who doesn't
know the sport. Bill Spunska makes the Toronto team straight from high school hock-
ey; he finds himself singled out for rough play by the hostile and defensive Benny
Moore. The hockey writing is excellent, but the book is most valuable for good values
(the acceptance of diverse national backgrounds and the decision of several of the young-
er players to get an education before turning pro) and for the deviations from formula
sports stories. It is refreshing to have a hero who is not a brash young rookie, but an
average, pleasant boy-to have a pretty girl who is simply a friendly, pretty girl-to
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Magazine and Reynolds, narr. 149
Communism. Johnson. 125
Complete Book of Horses and Ponies. Self. 145
CONE. Mishmash and the Substitute Teacher. 40
. Real Dream. 167
Conquering the Sun's Empire. Ordway and Wake-
ford. 175.
Continent in the Sky. Berna. 165
Cook Inlet Decision. Pedersen. 84
COOKE. Seaplanes that Made History. 168
COOLEY. Science Book of Modern Medicines. 152
COOLIDGE. Edith Wharton 1862-1937. 168
COOMBS, C. Wheels, Wings, and Water. 137
COOMBS, P. Lost Playground. 153
. Waddy and His Brother. 168
COOPER, E. Insects and Plants. 137
COOPER, L. Blackberry's Kitten. 123
COPELAND. Meet Miki Takino. 108
CORBETT. Limerick Trick. 137
Coriander. Dillon. 153
Corso the Donkey. Pothast-Gimberg. 115
Counterfeit Man. Nourse. 99
Courage at Sea. Vance. 102
COURLANDER. King's Drum. 40
Cowboy's Secret Life. Anglund. 1
CRAIG. What Did You Dream? 153
CRANE. Pink Sky at Night. 25
Crazy Zoo that Dudley Drew. Rose. 15
CRETAN. Gift from the Bride. 124
Cricket in a Thicket. Fisher. 109
Cricket Songs. Behn, tr. 122
Criminal Career of Vinegar Tom. Fisher. 77
CRONE. Silent Storm. 38
Crossroads: 1913. Angle. 121
CROUSE. Understanding Science. 4
Crusades. Pernoud, ed. 114




DAHL. B. This Precious Year. 153
DAHL, M. Jungle Family. 76
DAMJAN. Clown Said No. 108
Dark and Bloody Ground. Fenner, comp. 154
DARLING. Turtles. 25
David McCheever's 29 Dogs. Holt. 80
DAVIDSON. President Kennedy Selects Six Brave
Presidents. 4
DAVIS, J. Valley and a Song. 168
DAVIS, R. Land in the Sun. 76
____ . Strangers in Africa. 56
Day of the Bomb. Bruckner. 23
D-Day. American Heritage Magazine and Hine,
narr. 37
Deepwater Challenge. Bonham. 2
Deer Family. Mason. 13
De JONG, D. One Summer's Secret. 40
De JONG, D. C. Looking for Alexander. 40
182
De LEEUW. From Flying Horse to Man in the
Moon. 92
De REGNIERS. Little Girl and Her Mother. 108
DEVLIN. Old Black Witch! 92
DILLON. Cat's Opera. 93
. Coriander. 153
Dinny Gordon: Junior. Emery. 169
Dinosaur Twins. Hogan. 125
Do You Know What I'm Going To Do Next Saturday?
Palmer. 127
DOBLER. Customs and Holidays Around the World.
93
Dr. Seuss's ABC. Seuss. 116
Doctors and Nurses. Greene. 42
Doctors Doctors Doctors. Hoke, comp. 95
Doctors in Petticoats. Fleming. 138
Dolls. Bettina. 90
DOMJAN. Hungarian Heroes and Legends. 93
Don't Call Me Katie Rose. Weber. 177
Don't Ever Cross a Crocodile. Starbird. 33
Doodles the Deer-Horse. Hample. 59
Door to Nowhere. Mathieson. 142
DOWDEN. Look at a Flower. 56
Down the Mountain. Bartlett. 122
DOWNER. Story of Design. 109
Dramatis Personae. Brown. 23
Dream of the Dormouse. Parker. 144
Drop-Out. Eyerly. 57
DUNCAN. Camerons on the Train. 93
DUNHAM. Mudlark. 94
DUPUY. Military History of World War II; five
volumes. 57
DURRELL. Island Zoo. 137
DUVALL. Love and the Facts of Life. 154
DUVOISIN. Lonely Veronica. 109
. Our Veronica Goes to Petunia's Farm. 5
. Spring Snow. 5
Dwarf Pine Tree. Lifton. 28
DWIGHT. Guns at Quebec. 41
EARLE. Squirrels in the Garden. 124
Earliest Americans. Scheele. 116
Eating and Cooking Around the World. Berry. 74
EBERLE. Apple Orchard. 5
Edie Changes Her Mind. Johnston. 140
Edith Wharton 1862-1937. Coolidge. 168
Education in Georgia. Trillin. 147
EDWARDES. Nehru. 57
EICHNER. Law. 109
EINSTEIN. Willie Mays: Coast to Coast Giant. 5
ELIOT, narr. Greece. 158
Elisabeth, the Bird Watcher. Holman. 80
ELKIN. Lucky and the Giant. 5
Ellen and the Gang. Friedman. 41
EMBERLEY. Story of Paul Bunyan. 76
EMBRY. Mr. Blue. 76
EMERY. Dinny Gordon: Junior. 169
Emily, Girl Witch of New York. Shecter. 116
Encyclopedia Brown. Sobol. 146
EPSTEIN. Story of the International Red Cross. 138
ERGER. Ko of Menehuneland. 138
Esther Wheelwright, Indian Captive. Vance. 176
ETS. Automobiles for Mice. 154
Eugene, Why Don't You Paint? Wade. 102
EVANS. Sleepy Time. 57
EVERSON. Mrs. Popover Goes to the Zoo. 25
Evolution. Life Magazine and Moore, narr. 61
Expedition Venus. Walters. 118
Exploration of Africa. Horizon Magazine and Ster-
ling, narr. 95
Exploring Biology. Harvey. 8
Exploring with the Bartrams. Sutton. 19
EYERLY. Drop-Out. 57
Eyes and Ears of the Civil War. Foster. 155
FABER. Cathy's Secret Kingdom. 57
FALK. Who Is Erika? 109
Family at Seven Chimneys House. Wyndham. 88
Family Conspiracy. Phipson. 128
Famous Blue Gnu of Colonel Kachoo. Villarejo. 176
Fantastic Brother. Guillot. 94
Far-Off Land. Caudill. 167
FARB. Insects. 159
Farm Animals. Mannheim. 174
FARQUHAR. Colonial Life in America. 58
Favorite Children's Stories from China and Tibet.
Hume. 10
Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Poland. Haviland. 124
Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Scotland. Haviland. 8
Feast on Sullivan Street. Miles. 99
FEIS. Mollie Garfield in the White House. 109
FELTON. Sergeant O'Keefe and His Mule, Balaam.
25
FENNER, C. Tigers in the Cellar. 6
FENNER, P., comp. Dark and Bloody Ground. 154
FERGUSON, C. Getting to Know the U.S.A. 154
FERGUSON, G. How and Why Wonder Book of Wild
Flowers. 25
FEUERLICHT. Let's Go to a World's Fair. 169
Fifer for the Union. Allen. 133
Finding Out About the Incas. Burland. 39
First Book of Brazil. Sheppard. 33
First Book of Communist China. Kinmond. 45
First Book of Legendary Beings. Jacobson. 10
First Book of Light. Harrison. 59
First Thanksgiving. Rogers. 49
First World War. Sellman. 16
FISHER, A. Cricket in a Thicket. 109
. Listen, Rabbit. 154
FISHER, D. Criminal Career of Vinegar Tom. 77
FISHER, M. One and One. 58
Fishes. Life Magazine and Ommanney, narr. 81
Fitfiddles Keep Fit. Steiner. 18
FITZSIMMONS. How to Play Baseball. 58
Five O'Clock Charlie. Henry. 27
Five Pennies. Brenner. 123
Flame Over Tara. Polland. 114
Flash Flood at Hollow Creek. Paradis. 48
Flat Stanley. Brown. 136
FLEISCHMAN. By the Great Horn Spoon! 110
FLEMING, A. Doctors in Petticoats. 138
FLEMING, E. Takula Tree. 169
FLETCHER. Adventures in Archaeology. 6
Flight to the Promised Land. Hamori. 78
Flights of the Astronauts. Shelton. 162
Flip the Flying Possum. Young. 103
FLOETHE. Islands of Hawaii. 169
. Sea of Grass. 94
FLOHERTY. Get That Story. 169
Flood Warning. Berna. 90
FLORY. One Hundred and Eight Bells. 77
_ . Tune for the Towpath. 6
Flutes, Whistles, and Reeds. Kettelkamp. 44
Follow My Black Plume. Trease. 19
Follow the Leader. Surplus. 19
Forever Christmas Tree. Uchida. 67
FORMAN. Skies of Crete. 154
FORSEE. Albert Einstein: Theoretical Physicist.
170
FOSTER, G. Eyes and Ears of the Civil War. 155
183
FOSTER, M. Prince with a Hundred Dragons. 138
Four Londons of William Hogarth. Berry. 166
FOX, C. Birds Will Come to You. 94
FOX, W. Careers in the Biological Sciences. 170
Fox Wedding. Matsutani. 82
Frances Face-Maker. Cole. 39
FRANCHERE. Hannah Herself. 139
Francisco Pizarro. Syme. 131
FRANQOISE. What Time Is It, Jeanne-Marie? 124
FREEDGOOD. Great Artists of America. 139
French School for Paul. Marokvia. 113
Fresh Look at Cats. Graboff. 7
Fresh Look at Clouds. Powers. 128
FREUND. Jewels for a Crown. 41
FRIEDMAN, F. Ellen and the Gang. 41
FRIEDMAN, R. Paddy McGuire and the Patriotic
Squirrel. 77
FRIEDRICH. April Umbrella. 77
Friendly Dolphins. Lauber. 11
FRIERMOOD. Wild Donahues. 41
FRITZ. I, Adam. 58
From Fear Set Free. Sahgal. 130
From Flying Horse to Man in the Moon. De Leeuw.
92
From the Turtle to the Nautilus. Hoyt. 44
Fruit Is Ripe for Timothy. Rothschild. 175
FRYE. Lamb and the Child. 41
FULLER. Jade Jaguar Mystery. 6
Fuzzy the Tiger. Villarejo. 34
GALDONE, illus. Blind Men and the Elephant. 7
Galinka, the Wild Goose. Bianki. 105
GALLANT. ABC's of Astronomy. 42
Galumph. Lansdown. 45
GAMOW. Planet Called Earth. 7
GANS. Birds Eat and Eat and Eat. 7
Gently Now. Hinkins. 111
George Bellows: American Painter. Nugent. 143
GERARD. Overseas Teacher. 110
GERLAND-EKEROTH. My Own Little Cat. 174
Get That Story. Floherty. 169
Getting to Know France. Wallace. 34
Getting to Know Hong Kong. Joy. 27
Getting to Know Tanganyika. Joy. 27
Getting to Know the U.S.A. Ferguson. 154
GIBSON. Golden Cockerel. 94
GIDAL. My Village in Denmark. 59
. My Village in Germany. 155
GIEG. Last Voyage of the Albatross. 26
Gift from the Bride. Cretan. 124
Gilbert and Sullivan. Wymer. 103
GILBERT. Unchosen. 42
GILL. What Color Is Your World? 42
GIMPEL. Nuclear Submarine Skippers and What
They Do. 65
Giraffe of King Charles X. Wynants. 177
Girl and Her Room. McGinley. 98
Girl on Witches' Hill. Lawrence. 28
Girl with a Pen. Kyle. 158
Glenn Learns to Read. Appell. 149
Globe for the Space Age. Hirsch. 170
GLUBOK. Art of Ancient Greece. 26
. Art of the North American Indian. 124
Go Away, Dog. Nidset. 31
GODDEN. Little Plum. 78
GOLDBERG. Hippocrates. 170
Golden Book of the Renaissance. Shapiro, ed. 33
Golden Cockerel. Gibson. 94
Golden Frog. Surany. 33
Golden Stag. Wyatt. 87
Goodness and Mercy Jenkins. Bradbury. 135
Goodnight Sherbert. Lewis. 125
Gooseberry Lane. Tudor. 20
GOTTLIEB. So Much Can Happen. 7
GOUDEY. Graywings. 155
GRABOFF. Fresh Look at Cats. 7
GRAMATKY. Nikos and the Sea God. 78
Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon. Wood. 164
Grand Venture. Aresty. 21
Grandma's Holidays. Adelberg. 53
GRANT. Know Your Car and How to Drive. 7
Graywings. Goudey. 155
Great Artists of America. Freedgood. 139
Great Picture Robbery. Harris. 26
Great Trains of All Time. Hubbard. 44
Greece. Life Magazine and Eliot, narr. 158
GREEN, ed. Bigger Giant. 155
Green Is for Growing. Lubell. 126
GREENE. Doctors and Nurses. 42
GRICE. Secret of the Libyan Caves. 8
Grizzwold. Hoff. 79
GROCH. You and Your Brain. 110
GROSCHOFF. Wonders of Wildlife. 84
GUILFOILE. Have You Seen My Brother? 8
GUILLOT. Fantastic Brother. 94
. Three Girls and a Secret. 43
Guns at Quebec. Dwight. 41
Guns in the Heather. Amerman. 73
GUSTAFSON. Portraits of Nobel Laureates in Med-
icine and Physiology. 115
HADER. Little Antelope. 26
. Snow in the City. 59
HAIG-BROWN. Whale People. 94
HALL, ed. Poetry Sampler. 43
Halloween. Patterson. 31
HAMILL. Let's Go to a National Park. 8
HAMILTON. Century: Secret City of the Snows.
155
Hammarskjold. Soderberg. 50
HAMOND. My Skyscraper City. 34
HAMORI. Flight to the Promised Land. 78
HAMPLE. Doodles the Deer-Horse. 59
Hannah Elizabeth. Rich. 161
Hannah Herself. Franchere. 139
Happy Birthday! Livingston. 141
Happy Birthdays Round the World. Johnson. 156
Happy Owls. Piatti, illus. 160
Happy Times in Noisy Village. Lindgren. 173
HARK. Mary Lou and Johnny. 78
Harold's ABC. Johnson. 44
HARRIS, C. Once Upon a Totem. 110
. You Have to Draw the Line Somewhere.
124
HARRIS, L. Great Picture Robbery. 26
HARRISON. First Book of Light. 59
Harry S. Truman. Steinberg. 147
Harry, the Wild West Horse. Clymer. 107
HARVEY. Exploring Biology. 8
Have You Seen My Brother? Guilfoile. 8
HAVILAND. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Poland.
124
. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Scotland. 8
Haydn. Mirsky. 142
HAYES. Boy in the 49th Seat. 79
HAYS. Little Hawaiian Horse. 9
. Scarlet Badge. 110
HAYWOOD. Here Comes the Bus! 26
Head on Her Shoulders. Bond. 135
Hear the Distant Applause! Vance. 118
184
Hector Goes to School. Liebers and Rothenberg. 97
Hello! Do You Know My Name? Jeruchim. 10
HENRY. Five O'Clock Charlie. 27
. Stormy, Misty's Foal. 139
Henry Reed's Journey. Robertson. 15
Here Comes Jimmy! Here Comes Jimmy's Dog.
Wayne. 20
Here Comes the Bus! Haywood. 26
Heritage of Music. Shippen and Seidlova. 101
Heroes of Polar Exploration. Horizon Magazine and
Andrist, narr. 10
HERRMANNS. Lee Lan Flies the Dragon Kite. 95
Hetty. Willard. 68
HEWETT. Little White Hen. 9
Hi Neighbor. United States Committee for UNICEF.
163
HIGGINS. Jessie Benton Fremont. 27
Hills End. Southall. 17
HINE, narr. D-Day. 37
. Money Round the World. 95
HINKINS. Gently Now. 111
Hippocrates. Goldberg. 170
Hippopotamus. Kishida. 141
HIRSCH. Globe for the Space Age. 170
Historic American Forts. Colby. 137
HITCHCOCK, ed. Alfred Hitchcock's Ghostly Gal-
lery. 9
Ho for a Hat! Smith. 162
HOBAN. Baby Sister for Frances. 170
. Sorely Trying Day. 139
HOBART. Mexican Mural. 171
HOBERMAN. What Jim Knew. 9
HODGES. Secret in the Woods. 140
HOFF, R., ed. America. 60
HOFF, S. Grizzwold. 79
. Lengthy. 156
HOFSINDE. Indian Fishing and Camping. 79
HOGAN. Dinosaur Twins. 125
. Twin Otters and the Indians. 9
HOGNER. Butterflies. 43
HOKE, Comp. Doctors Doctors Doctors. 95
HOLBERG. What Happened to Virgilia. 43
HOLDING. Mr. Moonlight and Omar. 171
__ . Mystery of the False Fingertips. 171
. Sherlock on the Trail. 140
Holiday for Mister Muster. Lobel. 29
HOLL. Sir Kevon of Devon. 60
HOLLAND, J., ad. You Never Can Tell. 10
HOLLAND, M. Teddy's Camp-Out. 79
HOLMAN. Elisabeth, the Bird Watcher. 80
HOLT. David McCheever's 29 Dogs. 80
Home on Star Island. Welch. 35
Honestly, Katie John! Calhoun. 4
Honey of the Nile. Berry. 150
Honor Bound. Bonham. 74
Hooper the What-What Owl. Cole. 92
HORGAN. Toby and the Nighttime. 95
HORIZON Magazine. Alexander the Great. 60
. Exploration of Africa. 95
. Heroes of Polar Exploration. 10
. Joan of Arc. 111
__ . Nelson and the Age of Fighting Sail. 125
. Russia Under the Czars. 60
__ . Search for Early Man. 156
Horned Helmet. Treece. 86
Hot Corner Blues. Bowen. 150
HOUGHTON. White Wall. 43
Hound of Ulster. Sutcliff. 147
House by the Sea. Boden. 22
House of Many Colors. Kay. 28
How and Why Wonder Book of Wild Flowers.
Ferguson. 25
How Little Lori Visited Times Square. Vogel. 51
How Mrs. Santa Claus Saved Christmas. McGinley.
12
How to Play Baseball. Fitzsimmons and Iger. 58
HOYT. From the Turtle to the Nautilus. 44
HUBBARD. Great Trains of All Time. 44
Human Sex and Heredity. Pilkington. 160
HUME, L. Favorite Children's Stories from China
and Tibet. 10
HUME, R. Lion of Poland. 44
Hungarian Heroes and Legends. Domjan. 93
HUNT, I. Across Five Aprils. 171
HUNT, M. That Girl Pat. 27
HUNT, M. L. Beggar's Daughter. 80
HUNTER. Child of the Silent Night. 140
HYDE. Molecules Today and Tomorrow. 156
I, Adam. Fritz. 58
I Jessie. Randall. 15
I Talk to Elephants! Livingston. 12
If a Heart Rings, Answer. Mead. 142
IGER. How to Play Baseball. 58
In Navajo Land. Armer. 54
Indian Fishing and Camping. Hofsinde. 79
Indian Hill. Bulla. 137
INNES, narr. Scandinavia. 81
Insect World. Pallister. 127
Insects. Life Magazine and Farb, narr. 159
Insects and Plants. Cooper. 137
Introducing Parri. Lambert. 11
Iron Charm. Williamson. 148
Island Zoo. Durrell. 137
Islands of Hawaii. Floethe. 169
It's Like This, Cat. Neville. 83
It's Mine! Bonsall. 135
JACKSON, R. Year is a Window. 111
JACKSON, R. B. Sports Cars. 172
JACOBSON, D. Story of Man. 111
JACOBSON, H. First Book of Legendary Beings.
10
Jade Jaguar Mystery. Fuller. 6
Jan Van Eyck. Nugent. 31
JANES. Boy and His Boat. 140
Jeanie. Paradis. 114
JENNINGS. Movie Book. 80
Jenny and the Wonderful Jeep. Scott. 16
JENSEN. National Parks. 111
JERUCHIM. Hello! Do You Know My Name? 10
Jessie Benton Fremont. Higgins. 27
Jewels for a Crown. Freund. 41
JEWETT. White Heron. 80
Jim Can Swim. Olds. 113
Joan of Arc. Horizon Magazine and Williams, narr.
111
Jock's Island. Coatsworth. 123
Joe Maddy of Interlochen. Browning. 75
John J. Plenty and Fiddler Dan. Ciardi. 24
John Keats. Ward. 52
JOHNSON, C. Harold's ABC. 44
. Lion's Own Story. 156
JOHNSON, G. Communism. 125
JOHNSON, L. Happy Birthdays Round the World.
156
JOHNSON, W. Senior Panic. 157
JOHNSTON. Edie Changes Her Mind. 140
Jonathan Visits the White House. Benchley. 105
Jonathan's Sparrow. Mandell. 113
185
JONES. Oldest One. 157
Joram's Feast. Shiverick. 146
Josd's Christmas Secret. Lexau. 61
JOSLIN. Baby Elephant Goes to China. 60
JOY. Getting to Know Hong Kong. 27
. Getting to Know Tanganyika. 27
Joyful the Morning. Unwin. 51
Jumping Beans. Martin. 98
Jungle Family. Dahl. 76
Kai Conquers Brixholm. Ulrici. 102
KARNOW, narr. Southeast Asia. 112
KAVALER. Wonders of Fungi. 157
KAY. House of Many Colors. 28
KENDALL. Mud Ponies. 157
KENNEDY. Otto the Growly Boy. 157
KEPES. Lady Bird, Quickly. 140
KETTELKAMP. Flutes, Whistles, and Reeds. 44
. Puzzle Patterns. 172
Key Out of Time. Norton. 13
Key to Los Angeles. Robinson. 101
Key to Moscow. Salisbury. 145
Key to St. Louis. Seifert. 130
Key to the Desert. Lavolle. 97
Key to Tokyo. Sheldon. 65
Killer-of-Death. Baker. 21
KINGMAN. Sheep Ahoy. 141
King's Drum. Courlander. 40
King's Procession. McCrea. 82
KINMOND. First Book of Communist China. 45
KISHIDA. Hippopotamus. 141
Kite that Won the Revolution. Asimov. 37
KLEIN, D. Beginning with Boats. 61
KLEIN, L. Runaway John. 81
KNIGHT. Clemency Draper. 96
Know Your Car and How to Drive. Grant. 7
Ko of Menehuneland. Erger. 138
Kobo and the Wishing Pictures. Baruch. 90
KOCH. Monkeys Are Funny That Way. 11
KOOB. Surgeon's Apprentice. 96
KRAUS. Miranda's Beautiful Dream. 158
. Bouquet of Littles. 96
KUMIN. Speedy Digs Downside Up. 172
KUSKIN. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ. 45
KYLE. Girl with a Pen. 158
LADD. Meg's Mysterious Island. 96
Lady Bird, Quickly. Kepes. 140
LA FONTAINE. Lion and the Rat. 81
Lamb and the Child. Frye. 41
LAMBERT. Introducing Parri. 11
Land and People of Afghanistan. Clifford. 56
Land Divided, The World United. Rink. 144
Land in the Sun. Davis and Ashabranner. 76
LANDERS. Ann Landers Talks to Teen-Agers About
Sex. 45
LANG. Summer's Duckling. 28
LANSDOWN. Galumph. 45
LaRUE. Tiny's Big Umbrella. 158
Last Queen of Hawaii: Liliuokalani. Wilson. 119
Last Voyage of the Albatross. Gieg and Sutton. 26
LATTIMORE. Bittern's Nest. 11
LAUBER. Friendly Dolphins. 11
LAVOLLE. Key to the Desert. 97
Law. Eichner. 109
LAWRENCE. Girl on Witches' Hill. 28
LAYTON. Singing Stones. 97
LEAVITT. America and Its Indians. 11
Lee Lan Flies the Dragon Kite. Herrmanns. 95
LEE. Rock and the Willow. 97
Lengthy. Hoff. 156
LENSKI. Shoo-Fly Girl. 158
LENT. Submariner. 45
LEODHAS. All in the Morning Early. 46
LERNER. Who Do You Think You Are? 172
Let's Experiment! Straus. 66
Let's Go to a National Park. Hamill. 8
Let's Go to a World's Fair. Feuerlicht. 169
Let's Imagine Colors. Wolff and Owett. 103
LEVINE. Three Ladies Beside the Sea. 28
LEVY. Whaleboat Warriors. 46
LEWIS. Goodnight Sherbert. 125
LEWITON. That Bad Carlos. 172
LEXAU. Benjie. 141
. Josd's Christmas Secret. 61
. That's Good, That's Bad. 112
Lexington, Concord and Bunker Hill. American
Heritage Magazine and Russell, narr. 53
Library Careers. Logsdon. 173
LIEBERS. Hector Goes to School. 97







. Southeast Asia. 112
.Spain. 61
. Universe. 61
Life in Colonial America. Speare. 65
Life You Save. Burke and Paradis. 55
LIFTON. Dwarf Pine Tree. 28
Limerick Trick. Corbett. 137
LINDGREN. Christmas in the Stable. 46
. Happy Times in Noisy Village. 173
LINGSTROM. Richard's Wheel. 12
Lion and the Rat. La Fontaine. 81
Lion for Niccolby. Philipson. 100
Lion of Poland. Hume. 44
Lion Twins. Stewart. 176
Lion's Own Story. Johnson. 156
LIONNI. Swimmy. 112
Listen, Rabbit. Fisher. 154
Little Antelope. Hader. 26
Little Fox, Alaskan Trapper. Radau. 161
Little Giant Girl and the Elf Boy. Minarik. 62
Little Girl and her Mother. De Regniers. 108
Little Hawaiian Horse. Hays. 9
Little People of the Night. Bannon. 2
Little Plum. Godden. 78
Little Raccoon and the Thing in the Pool. Moore.
113
Little Riders. Shemin. 117
Little Sam and the Tigers. Pliss. 63
Little Sister Tai-Mi. Braene. 150
Little Town of Bethlehem. Pauli. 63
Little Una. Olds. 14
Little White Hen. Hewett. 9
LITTLEDALE. Alexander. 173
LIVANT. Song for Pamela. 81
LIVINGSTON. Happy Birthday! 141
. I Talk to Elephants! 12
LOBEL. Holiday for Mister Muster. 29
LOGSDON. Library Careers. 173
LOMASK. Andy Johnson: The Tailor Who Became
President. 29
Lona. Wright. 68
Lone Wolf. Calder-Marshall. 3
Lonely Veronica. Duvoisin. 109
186
Loner. Wier. 87
LONGFELLOW. Paul Revere's Ride. 12
LONGMAN. Wonderful Tree House. 12
Look at a Flower. Dowden. 56
Looking for Alexander. De Jong. 40
LORD, B. Our New Baby's ABC. 173
. Rough Ice. 159
LORD, W., ed. Race To Nome. 118
Lost Playground. Coombs. 153
Loud, Resounding Sea. Bonham. 22
Love and the Facts of Life. Duvall. 154
LOW, A. Summer. 97
LOW, E. Snug in the Snow. 47
LOW, J. Smiling Duke. 112
LUBELL. Green Is for Growing. 126
Lucky and the Giant. Elkin. 5
Lucky Little Porcupine. Martin. 13
Luigi and the Long-Nosed Soldier. Slobodkin. 85
LYON, narr. Clipper Ships and Captains. 89
McCLOSKEY. Burt Dow, Deep-Water Man. 112
McCLUNG. Possum. 141
McCREA. King's Procession. 82
McGINLEY. Girl and Her Room 98
. How Mrs. Santa Claus Saved Christmas. 12
MacINTYRE. Pig That Ate Truffles. 97
McKIM. That Summer with Lexy. 159
McKOWN. Ordeal of Anne Devlin. 13
. Seven Famous Trials in History. 142
. Thomas Paine. 29
McNAMEE. My Uncle Joe. 82
MacPHERSON. Shinty Boys. 62
McQUEEN. Mary Lou and Johnny. 78
MACHLIS. American Composers of Our Time. 126
Mad King of Chichiboo. Verney. 163
Magic Blot. Archibald. 1
Magic Butterfly. Obligado, tr. 14
Magic Mixtures: Alloys and Plastics. Carona. 151
MAIDEN. Speaking of Mrs. McCluskie. 29
Making Music: Leonard Bernstein. Bernstein. 2
Malik and Amina. Braumann. 75
MALKUS. Through the Wall. 82
Mammals. Life Magazine and Carrington, narr. 126
MANDELL. Jonathan's Sparrow. 113
Mangrove Island. Sanger. 101
MANNHEIM. Farm Animals. 174
MANNING, J. Young Spain. 113
MANNING, R. Arripay. 126
MANZI. White Boy. 29
MARCHANT. Beasts of Fact and Fable. 13
MARCIN. Zoo in Her Bed. 98
MARCUS. William Harvey: Trailblazer of Scientific
Medicine. 47
MAROKVIA. French School for Paul. 113
MARTIN, J. Jumping Beans. 98
MARTIN, P. Lucky Little Porcupine. 13
. Pocahontas. 159
Marvel of Glass. Buehr. 136
Marvels of the Sea and Shore. Arnold. 133
Mary Kate. Shields. 85
Mary Lou and Johnny. Hark and McQueen. 78
Masai. Bleeker. 105
MASON, G. Deer Family. 13
MASON, M. Clyde of Africa. 136
Massacre at Sand Creek. Werstein. 87
MASSIE. Baby Beebee Bird. 82
MATHIESON. Door to Nowhere. 142
MATSUTANI. Fox Wedding. 82
Maudie's Mush Pots. Woods. 36
MAUROIS. Weigher of Souls. 30
. Earth Dwellers. 30
MAYNE. Changeling. 30
. Parcel of Trees. 47
Me. Saroyan. 32
MEAD. If a Heart Rings, Answer. 142
MEANS. Tolliver. 98
Medals for Brave Men. Talley. 163
Meet Miki Takino. Copeland. 108
Meet the Remarkable Adams Family. Bragdon. 166
Meg's Mysterious Island. Ladd. 96
Mellops' Go Spelunking. Ungerer. 118
MEMLING. Seals for Sale. 99
MERCER, narr. Alexander the Great. 60
MEREDITH. Take Wing! 74
MERRILL. Tell About the Cowbarn, Daddy. 160
Mexican Mural. Hobart. 171
MEYER. Water at Work. 174
Mice, the Monks and the Christmas Tree. Selden. 64
Midshipman Quinn and Denise the Spy. Styles. 18
MILES, B. Feast on Sullivan Street. 99
MILES, M. See a White Horse. 83
Military History of World War I; five volumes.
Dupuy. 57
MILLER. Big Frogs, Little Frogs. 142
MINARIK. Little Giant Girl and the Elf Boy. 62
Miranda and the Cat. Smith. 33
Miranda's Beautiful Dream. Kraus. 158
MIRSKY. Haydn. 142
Mishmash and the Substitute Teacher. Cone. 40
Miss Lollipop's Lion. Varga. 51
Mr. Blue. Embry. 76
Mr. Moonlight and Omar. Holding. 171
Mr. Willowby's Christmas Tree. Barry. 21
Mrs. Popover Goes to the Zoo. Everson. 25
MITCHELL. Amazing Mets. 174
Mohawk Gamble. Ridle. 100
Molecules Today and Tomorrow. Hyde. 156
Mollie Garfield in the White House. Feis. 109
MONATH. Other End of the String. 143
Money. Arnold and White. 54
Money Round the World. Hine. 95
Monkey Island. Rietveld. 63
Monkeys Are Funny That Way. Koch. 11
MONTGOMERY. Tide Treasure Camper. 62
MONTRESOR. Witches of Venice. 62
Moon Blossom & the Golden Penny. Slobodkin. 85
MOORE, L. Little Raccoon and the Thing in the
Pool. 113
_ . Once Upon a Season. 30
MOORE, M., ad. Puss in Boots, The Sleeping Beauty,
and Cinderella. 114
MOORE, R., narr. Evolution. 61
MORRISON. Armor. 143
MOSCOW, narr. Russia Under the Czars. 60
MOTHER GOOSE. Mother Goose and Nursery
Rhymes. 127
Mother Goose and Nursery Rhymes. Mother Goose.
127
Movie Book. Jennings. 80
Mud Ponies. Kendall. 157
Mudlark. Dunham. 94
MUNARI. Bruno Munari's Zoo. 47
MUSGRAVE. Two Dates for Mike. 143
My Box and String. Woods. 119
My Own Little Cat. Nordin, illus., and Gerland-
Ekeroth. 174
My Sister and I. Buckley. 38
My Skyscraper City. Thomas and Hamond. 34
My Uncle Joe. McNamee. 82
My Very Own Special Particular Private and Per-
sonal Cat. Warburg. 87
187
My Village in Denmark. Gidal. 59
My Village in Germany. Gidal. 155
MYLLER. Rolling Round. 30
Mystery of the Disappearing Cars. Cheney. 167
Mystery of the False Fingertips. Holding. 171
Mystery of the Woods. Stolz. 176
Naim. Schloat. 101
NANDA. Nehrus. 127
NASH. Boy and His Room. 99
National Parks. Jensen. 111
Nearsighted Knight. Shura. 130
Nehru. Edwardes. 57
Nehrus. Nanda. 127
Nelson and the Age of Fighting Sail. Horizon Maga-
zine and Warner, narr. 125
NELSON. Redbirds are Flying. 160
Never Younger, Jeannie. Witheridge. 35
NEVILLE. It's Like This, Cat. 83
New Girl at Winston High. Swanson. 102
New York for Nicola. Allan. 89
NEWMAN. Shipwrecked Dog. 143
NIEHUIS. Beegee. 99
Night It Rained Toys. Stephenson. 66
Nikolenka's Childhood. Tolstoy. 118
Nikos and the Sea God. Gramatky. 78
No One Must Know. Sleigh. 117
NOBLE. Physician to the Children: Dr. Bela Schick.
83
N6DSET. Go Away, Dog. 31
NOLAN. Shot Heard Round the World. 174
NORDIN, illus. My Own Little Cat. 174
North by Night. Burchard. 39
NORTH. Rascal. 83
Northmen. Chubb. 152
NORTON. Key Out of Time. 13
. Ordeal in Otherwhere. 175
NOURSE. Counterfeit Man. 99
Now That You Are 8. Taylor. 86
Nuclear Submarine Skippers and What They Do.
Steele and Gimpel. 65
NUGENT. George Bellows: American Painter. 143
. Jan Van Eyck. 31
OBLIGADO, tr. Magic Butterfly. 14
Oceans. Adler. 53
Oceans of the World. Arnow. 54
Oddity. Bacon. 1
Old Black Witch. Devlin. 92
Oldest One. Jones. 157
OLDS, E. Little Una. 14
OLDS, H. Jim Can Swim. 113
Omen for a Princess. Bothwell. 22
OMMANNEY, narr. Fishes. 81
Once Upon a Season. Moore. 30
Once Upon a Totem. Harris. 110
One and One. Fisher. 58
One Hundred and Eight Bells. Flory. 77
One Summer's Secret. De Jong. 40
Ordeal in Otherwhere. Norton. 175
Ordeal of Anne Devlin. McKown. 13
ORDWAY. Conquering the Sun's Empire. 175
ORGEL. Sarah's Room. 47
ORMONDROYD. Time at the Top. 31
ORMSBY. Right-Handed Horse. 144
Orphelines in the Enchanted Castle. Carlson. 151
Other End of the String. Monath. 143
Otto the Growly Boy. Kennedy. 157
Our New Baby's ABC. Lord. 173
Our Quaking Earth. Roberts. 129
Our Rice Village in Cambodia. Tooze. 131
Our Veronica Goes to Petunia's Farm. Duvoisin. 5
Our Year Began in April. Reed. 100
Out of Hand. Smith. 146
Overseas Teacher. Gerard. 110
OWETT. Let's Imagine Colors. 103
Paddington At Large. Bond. 54
Paddy McGuire and the Patriotic Squirrel.
Friedman. 77
PALLISTER. Insect World. 127
PALMER. Do You Know What I'm Going To Do
Next Saturday? 127
PANOFSKY. Wagner. 160
PARADIS, A. Life You Save. 55
PARADIS, M. Flash Flood at Hollow Creek. 48
. Jeanie. 114
. Too Many Fathers. 48
Parcel of Trees. Mayne. 47
Paris in the Rain with Jean & Jacqueline. Bergere.
150
PARIS REVIEW. Writers at Work. 62
PARISH. Amelia Bedelia. 83
. Willy is My Brother. 114
PARKER, E. Dream of the Dormouse. 144
PARKER, E. M., ed. Singing and the Gold. 63
PARKER, R. Voyage to Tasmania. 14
PARKINSON. Terrible Troubles of Rupert Piper. 14
PATTERSON. Halloween. 31
PAUL. Way Art Happens. 127
Paul Revere's Ride. Longfellow. 12
PAULI. Little Town of Bethlehem. 63
Paulo of Brazil. Cavanna. 24
Peaceable Revolution. Schechter. 16
PEARE. Woodrow Wilson Story. 84
PEDERSON. Cook Inlet Decision. 84
People on Long Ago Street. Budd. 123
PERNOUD, ed. Crusades. 114
PERRAULT. Puss in Boots, The Sleeping Beauty,
and Cinderella. 114
Peter the Wanderer. Ardizzone. 133
Peter's Three Friends. Bromhall. 136
PEYTON. Sea Fever. 99
PFEIFFER, narr. Search for Early Man. 156
PHILIPSON. Lion for Niccolby. 100
PHIPSON. Family Conspiracy. 128
Phoebe and the MacFairlie Mystery. Barrie. 134
Phoebe's First Campaign. Colman. 24
Physician to the Children: Dr. Bela Schick. Noble. 83
PIATTI, illus. Happy Owls. 160
Picture Is a Picture. Rogers. 129
Pig That Ate Truffles. MacIntyre. 97
PILKINGTON. Human Sex and Heredity. 160
Pink Sky at Night. Crane. 25
Pioneer Germ Fighters. Sullivan. 67
PIPER. Big Dish. 160
Pitcher and I. Cole. 76
PITKIN. Sea Change. 161
PLACE, narr. Westward on the Oregon Trail. 1
Place Mill. Softly. 17
Planet Called Earth. Gamow. 7
PLATT, narr. Adventures in the Wilderness. 105
PLISS. Little Sam and the Tigers. 63
Pocahontas. Martin. 159
PODENDORF. True Book of Energy. 31
Poetry Sampler. Hall, ed. 43
POLGREEN. Thunder and Lightning. 100
POLITI. Rosa. 100
POLLAND. Flame Over Tara. 114
188
. Town Across the Water. 14
PONS. Story of Vania. 48
Poodle Who Barked at the Wind. Zolotow. 132
Portraits of Nobel Laureates in Medicine and Physi-
ology. Riedman and Gustafson. 115
POSELL. American Composers. 128
Possum. McClung. 141
POTHAST-GIMBERG. Corso the Donkey. 115
POTTER. Tongue Tanglers. 32
POWERS. Cave Dwellers. 175
. Fresh Look at Clouds. 128
President Kennedy Selects Six Brave Presidents.
Davidson. 4
PREUSSLER. Wise Men of Schilda. 128
PRICE. Amazing Mississippi. 15
Prince with a Hundred Dragons. Foster. 138
Princesses' Tresses. Roselli. 144
Project Gemini. Stambler. 162
Prove It! Wyler and Ames. 20
Pursuit in the French Alps. Bonzon. 55
Puss in Boots, The Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella.
Perrault and Moore, ad. 114
PUTNAM. Triumph of the Seeing Eye. 32
Puzzle Patterns. Kettelkamp. 172
Quarreling Book. Zolotow. 36
Quiet on Account of Dinosaur. Thayer. 147
Rabbit Bros. Circus, One Night Only. Wiese. 119
Race to Nome. Ungermann and Lord, ed. 118
RACHLIS. Voyages of Henry Hudson. 48
RADAU. Little Fox, Alaskan Trapper. 161
Rain in the Woods. Rounds. 175
RANDALL. I Jessie. 15
Rascal. North. 83
RATH. Star that Did Not Twinkle. 115
RAVIELLI. Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs. 49
Real Dream. Cone. 167
Red Ridinghoods's Little Lamb. Steiner. 162
Red Scarf. Bothwell. 23
Redbirds are Flying. Nelson. 160
REED. Our Year Began in April. 100
REEVES, J. Story of Jackie Thimble. 128
REEVES, K. Cloud Eater. 32
REID. What Color Is Your World? 42
Return of the Twelves. Clarke. 91
REYNOLDS, narr. Commodore Perry in Japan. 149
Rich Cat, Poor Cat. Waber. 148
RICH. Hannah Elizabeth. 161
Richard's Wheel. Lingstrom. 12
Riddle of Time. Bell. 134
RIDLE. Mohawk Gamble. 100
RIEDMAN. Clang! Clang! 129
. Portraits of Nobel Laureates in Medicine
and Physiology. 115
. World Provider. 32
RIETVELD. Monkey Island. 63
Right-Handed Horse. Ormsby. 144
Ring and the Fire. Bulla. 3
RINK. Land Divided, The World United. 144
RIPLEY. Winslow Homer. 15
Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs. Ravielli. 49
RITCHIE. To Catch a Mongoose. 129
Roaring 40. Chauncy. 76
ROBERTS. Our Quaking Earth. 129
ROBERTSON. Henry Reed's Journey. 15
ROBINSON, C. Alexander the Great. 115
ROBINSON, W. Key to Los Angeles. 101
Rock and the Willow. Lee. 97
Rod's Girl. Carr. 75
ROEDELBERGER. Wonders of Wildlife. 84
ROGERS, L. First Thanksgiving. 49
ROGERS, W. Picture Is a Picture. 129
Rolling Round. Myller. 30
ROLLINS, comp. Christmas Gif'. 49
Romance of Philosophy. Choron. 39
Roosevelt Grady. Shotwell. 50
Rosa. Politi. 100
ROSE, C. Crazy Zoo that Dudley Drew. 15
ROSE, K. Brooklyn Girl. 64
ROSELLL Princesses' Tresses. 144
Rosie the Rock Hound. Brandon. 3
ROSS. World of Medicine. 161
ROSSNER. What Kind of Feet Does a Bear Have? 84
ROTHENBERG. Hector Goes to School. 97
ROTHSCHILD. Fruit Is Ripe for Timothy. 175
Rough Ice. Lord. 159
ROUNDS. Rain in the Woods. 175
. Whitey and the Colt-Killer. 16
Rumptydoolers. Wier. 177
Runaway Angel. Welcher. 35
Runaway John. Klein. 81
RUSSELL, F., narr. Lexington, Concord and Bunk-
er Hill. 53
RUSSELL, S. All Kinds of Legs. 64
. Sound. 145
. Wonderful Stuff. 116
Russia Under the Czars. Horizon Magazine and
Moscow, narr. 60
Sad Mrs. Sam Sack. Brothers and Botel. 91
SAHGAL. From Fear Set Free. 130
Saint George and the Dragon. Spenser and War-
burg, ad. 86
SAKELL. Careers in the Foreign Service. 116
SALISBURY. Key to Moscow. 145
SALOMON. Charlotte. 64
SANGER. Mangrove Island. 101
Sarah's Room. Orgel. 47
SAROYAN. Me. 32
SAVAGE. Story of the United Nations. 49
SAWYER. Daddies. 116
Scandinavia. Life Magazine and Innes, narr. 81
Scarlet Badge. Hays. 110
SCHECHTER. Peaceable Revolution. 16
SCHEELE. Earliest Americans. 116
SCHLEIN. Snake in the Carpool. 84
. Way Mothers Are. 16
. Who? 49
SCHLOAT. Naim. 101
School Bell in the Valley. Carlson. 56
SCHOTT. Above and Beyond. 145
Science Book of Modern Medicines. Cooley. 152
SCOTT. Jenny and the Wonderful Jeep. 16
Sea Change. Pitkin. 161
Sea Fever. Peyton. 99
Sea of Grass. Floethe. 94
Sea Shells of the World. Abbott. 21
Seals for Sale. Memling. 99
Seaplanes that Made History. Cooke. 168
Search for a Living Fossil. Clymer. 92
Search for Early Man. Horizon Magazine and
Pfeiffer, narr. 156
Search for Planet X. Simon. 17
Secret in the Woods. Hodges. 140
Secret of Stone House Farm. Young. 103
Secret of the Libyan Caves. Grice. 8
See a White Horse. Miles. 83
SEIDLOVA. Heritage of Music. 101
189
SEIFERT. Key to St. Louis. 130
SELDEN. Mice, the Monks and the Christmas Tree.
64
SELF. Complete Book of Horses and Ponies. 145
SELIGMAN. Big Frogs, Little Frogs. 142
SELLMAN. First World War. 16
SENDAK. Where the Wild Things Are. 65
Senior Panic. Johnson. 157
Sense of Wonder. Shuttlesworth, ed. 130
Sergeant O'Keefe and His Mule, Balaam. Felton. 25
SERRAILLIER. Clashing Rocks. 162
SEUFERT. Caravan in Peril. 130
SEUSS. Dr. Seuss's ABC. 116
Seven Famous Trials in History. McKown. 142
SEVERN. Wild Valley. 50
Shadow of a Bull. Wojciechowska. 148
SHAPIRO, ed. Golden Book of the Renaissance. 33
SHARP. Turret: 146
SHECTER. Emily, Girl Witch of New York. 116
Sheep Ahoy. Kingman. 141
SHELDON. Key to Tokyo. 65
SHELTON. Flights of the Astronauts. 162
SHEMIN. Little Riders. 117
SHEPPARD. First Book of Brazil. 33
Sherlock on the Trail. Holding. 140
SHIELDS. Mary Kate. 85
Shinty Boys. MacPherson. 62
SHIPPEN. Heritage of Music. 101
Shipwrecked Dog. Newman. 143
SHIVERICK. Joram's Feast. 146
Shoes in September. Bradbury. 136
Shoo-Fly Girl. Lenski. 158
Shot Heard Round the World. Nolan. 104
SHOTWELL. Roosevelt Grady. 50
SHURA. Nearsighted Knight. 130
SHUTTLESWORTH, ed. Sense of Wonder. 130
Sign of the Unicorn. Allan. 73
Silent Storm. Brown and Crone. 38
SILVERSTEIN. Uncle Shelby's Story of Lafcadio, the
Lion Who Shot Back. 85
SIMON. Search for Planet X. 17
SIMPSON. About Pioneers Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow. 146
Singing and the Gold. Parker, ed. 63
Singing Flute. Worcester. 120
Singing Stones. Layton. 97
Sir Kevin of Devon. Holl. 60
Sister of the Bride. Cleary. 24
Skies of Crete. Forman. 154
Sleepy Time. Evans. 57
Sleepy Watchdog. Bolognese. 122
SLEIGH. No One Must Know. 117
SLOBODKIN. Luigi and the Long-Nosed Soldier. 85
. Moon Blossom & the Golden Penny. 85
Smallest Dog on Earth. Weir. 118
Smiling Duke. Low. 112
SMITH, E. Out of Hand. 146
SMITH, L. Miranda and the Cat. 33
SMITH. W. Ho for a Hat! 162
Snake in the Carpool. Schlein. 84
Snow in the City. Hader. 59
Snow Is Falling. Branley. 74
Snug in the Snow. Low. 47
So Much Can Happen. Gottlieb. 7
SOBOL. Encyclopedia Brown. 146
SODERBERG. Hammarskjold. 50
SOFTLY. Place Mill. 17
Something Borrowed, Something Blue. Weber. 20
Song for Pamela. Livant. 81
Sophie. Trez. 147
Sorely Trying Day. Hoban. 139
SORENSEN. Where Nothing Is Long Ago. 101
Sound. Russell. 145
SOUTHALL. Hills End. 17
Southeast Asia. Life Magazine and Karnow, narr.
112
Spain. Life Magazine and Thomas, narr. 61
Speaking of Mrs. McCluskie. Maiden. 29
SPEARE. Life in Colonial America. 65
Speedy Digs Downside Up. Kumin. 172
SPENCER. Breaking the Bonds. 65
SPENSER. Saint George and the Dragon. 86
SPERRY. Challenge of Aab. 17
SPICER. 13 Witches. 18
SPILKA. Aloha from Bobby. 18
Spiro of the Sponge Fleet. Chapin and Throck-
morton. 152
Sports Cars. Jackson. 172
Spring Snow. Duvoisin. 5
Squirrels in the Garden. Earle. 124
Stage Is Set. Bolton. 22
STAMBLER. Battle for Inner Space. 50
. Project Gemini. 162
Star that Did Not Twinkle. Rath. 115
STARBIRD. Don't Ever Cross a Crocodile. 33
STEELE, G. Nuclear Submarine Skippers and
What They Do. 65
STEELE, W. Year of the Bloody Sevens. 86
STEINBERG. Harry S. Truman. 147
STEINER. Fitfiddles Keep Fit. 18
. Red Ridinghood' s Little Lamb. 162
STEPHENSON. Night It Rained Toys. 66
STERLING PUBLISHING COMPANY. Children of
Russia. 66
STERLING, narr. Exploration of Africa. 95
STEWART, D., narr. Arab World. 46
STEWART, E. Lion Twins. 176
STILLMAN. Understanding Food. 67
STIRLING. Up from the Sea. 117
STOLZ. Mystery of the Woods. 176
. Who Wants Music on Monday? 66
Stone Age Peoples Today. Baldwin. 165
Stormy, Misty's Foal. Henry. 139
Story of Design. Downer. 109
Story of Fighting Ships. Tucker. 163
Story of Jackie Thimble. Reeves. 128
Story of Johnny Appleseed. Aliki. 121
Story of Little-Big. Beyer. 2
Story of Man. Jacobson. 111
Story of Mulberry Bend. Wise. 35
Story of Paul Bunyan. Emberley. 76
Story of Ships. Braynard. 37
Story of the International Red Cross. Epstein. 138
Story of the United Nations. Savage. 49
Story of Vania. Pons. 48
Story of Writing. Cahn. 55
STRACHAN. Cabins with Window Boxes. 163
Strange Craft. Buehr. 166
Strangers in Africa. Davis and Ashabranner. 56
STRAUS, J. Let's Experiment! 66
STRAUS, R. Coal, Steel, Atoms and Trade. 18
STREATFEILD. Vicarage Family. 67
STYLES. Midshipman Quinn and Denise the Spy. 18
Submariner. Lent. 45
SULLIVAN. Pioneer Germ Fighters. 67
Summer. Low. 97
Summer's Duckling. Lang. 28
SUMMERS. Cardiff Giants. 176
SURANY. Golden Frog. 33
Surgeon's Apprentice. Koob. 96
SURPLUS. Follow the Leader. 19
SUTCLIFF. Hound of Ulster. 147
190
SUTTON, A. Exploring with the Bartrams. 19
SUTTON, F. Last Voyage of the Albatross. 26
SWANSON. New Girl at Winston High. 102
Swimmy. Lionni. 112
SYME. African Traveler. 19
. Francisco Pizarro. 131
Take a Nap, Harry. Chalmers. 152
Take Wing! Balkoff-Drowne and Meredith. 74
Takula Tree. Fleming. 169
TALLEY. Medals for Brave Men. 163
TAMBURINE. Almost Big Enough. 131
TANNENBAUM. Understanding Food. 67
TAYLOR. Now That You Are 8. 86
Teddy's Camp-Out. Holland. 79
Tell About the Cowbarn, Daddy. Merrill. 160
Terrible Troubles of Rupert Piper. Parkinson. 14
Thanksgiving. Wyndham. 88
That Bad Carlos. Lewiton. 172
That Girl Pat. Hunt. 27
That Summer with Lexy. McKim. 159
That's Good, That's Bad. Lexau. 112
THAYER. Quiet on Account of Dinosaur. 147
There Is a Tide. Bragdon. 166
13 Witches. Spicer. 18
This Precious Year. Dahl. 153
THOMAS, H., narr. Spain. 61
THOMAS, K. My Skyscraper City. 34
Thomas Paine. McKown. 29
Those Who Care. Baker. 150
Three Boys and a Dog. Bell. 90
Three Girls and a Secret. Guillot. 43
Three Ladies Beside the Sea. Levine. 28
Three Trumpets. Chandler. 4
THROCKMORTON. Spiro of the Sponge Fleet. 152
Through the Wall. Malkus. 82
Thunder and Lightning. Polgreen. 100
Tia Maria's Garden. Clark. 24
Tide Treasure Camper. Montgomery. 62
Tiger Called Thomas. Zolotow. 52
Tigers in the Cellar. Fenner. 6
Time at the Top. Ormondroyd. 31
Time of Trial. Burton. 123
Time to Dance. Woody. 164
Tim's Friend Towser. Ardizzone. 53
Tiny's Big Umbrella. LaRue. 158
TITUS. Basil and the Lost Colony. 117
To Catch a Mongoose. Ritchie. 129
To the Ends of the Earth. Vaeth. 34
To the Top of the World. Angell. 133
Toby and the Nighttime. Horgan. 95
Tolliver. Means. 98
TOLSTOY. Nikolenka' s Childhood. 118
Tongue Tanglers. Potter. 32
Tony and his Friend Jeff. Chandler. 107
Too Many Fathers. Paradis. 48
TOOZE. Our Rice Village in Cambodia. 131
Town Across the Water. Polland. 14
TREASE. Follow My Black Plume. 19
Treasure of the Padres. Baker. 150
TREECE. Horned Helmet. 86
. War Dog. 19
TREZ. Sophie. 147
TRILLIN. Education in Georgia. 147
Triumph of the Seeing Eye. Putnam. 32
True Book of Energy. Podendorf. 31
TUCKER. Story of Fighting Ships. 163
TUDOR. Gooseberry Lane. 20
Tune for the Towpath. Flory. 6
Turret. Sharp. 146
Turtles. Darling. 25
TUTT. And Now We Call Him Santa Claus. 51
Twin Otters and the Indians. Hogan. 9
Two Dates for Mike. Musgrave. 143
UCHIDA. Forever Christmas Tree. 67
ULRICI. Kai Conguers Brixholm. 102
Unchosen. Gilbert. 42
Uncle Shelby's Story of Lafcadio, the Lion Who
Shot Back. Silverstein. 85
Understanding Food. Tannenbaum and Stillman. 67
Understanding Science. Crouse. 4
UNGERER. Mellops' Go Spelunking. 118
UNGERMANN. Race to Nome. 118
UNITED STATES COMMITTEE FOR UNICEF. Hi
Neighbor. 163
U. S. Peace Corps. Whittlesey. 119
Universe. Life Magazine and Bergamini, narr. 61
UNNERSTAD. Cats from Summer Island. 131
UNWIN. Joyful the Morning. 51
Up from the Sea. Stirling. 117
VAETH. To the Ends of the Earth. 34
VALENS. Wildfire. 34
Valley and a Song. Davis. 168
VANCE. Courage at Sea. 102
. Esther Wheelwright, Indian Captive. 176
. Hear the Distant Applause! 118
VARGA. Miss Lollipop's Lion. 51
VERNEY. Mad King of Chichiboo. 163
Very Private Treehouse. Weiss. 164
Vicarage Family. Streatfeild. 67
Victoria; A Pig in a Pram. Chase. 39
VILLAREJO. Famous Blue Gnu of Colonel Kachoo.
176
. Fuzzy the Tiger. 34
VOGEL. How Little Lori Visited Times Square. 51
VOIGHT. Book for Abe. 86
Voyage to Tasmania. Parker. 14
Voyages of Henry Hudson. Rachlis. 48
WABER. Rich Cat, Poor Cat. 148
Waddy and His Brother. Coombs. 168
WADE. Eugene, Why Don't You Paint? 102
Wagner. Panofsky. 160
WAKEFORD. Conquering the Sun's Empire. 175
WALLACE. Getting to Know France. 34
WALTERS. Expedition Venus. 118
WALWORTH. World Awakes. 38
War Beneath the Sea. Bonham. 3
War Dog. Treece. 19
WARBURG. My Very Own Special Particular Pri-
vate and Personal Cat. 87
,ad. Saint George and the Dragon. 86
WARD. John Keats. 52
Warden's Niece. Avery. 122
WARNER, narr. Nelson and the Age of Fighting
Sail. 125
WARNLOF. Boy Upstairs. 67
Water at Work. Meyer. 174
WATTS. Boy Who Listened to Everyone. 164
Way Art Happens. Paul. 127
Way Mothers Are. Schlein. 16
WAYNE. Here Comes Jimmy! Here Comes
Jimmy's Dog! 20
We Elect a President. Weingast. 52
WEBB. Aguk of Alaska. 148
WEBER. Don't Call Me Katie Rose. 177
191
. Something Borrowed, Something Blue. 20
Weigher of Souls [and] Earth Dwellers. Maurois. 30
WEINGAST. We Elect a President. 52
WEIR. Smallest Dog on Earth. 118
WEISGARD. Athenians in the Classical Period. 131
WEISS. Very Private Treehouse. 164
WELCH, C. Home on Star Island. 35
WELCH, J. Animals Came First. 52
WELCHER. Runaway Angel. 35
Welcome Child. Buck. 106
WERSBA. Brave Balloon of Benjamin Buckley. 102
WERSTEIN. Massacre at Sand Creek. 87
WESTON. Afghanistan. 68
Westward on the Oregon Trail. American Heritage
Magazine and Place, narr. 1
Whale People. Haig-Brown. 94
Whaleboat Warriors. Levy. 46
What Color Is Your World? Gill and Reid. 42
What Did You Dream? Craig. 153
What Happened to Virgilia. Holberg. 43
What Jim Knew. Hoberman. 9
What Kind of Feet Does a Bear Have? Rossner. 84
What Makes a Shadow? Bulla. 38
What Spot? Bonsall. 55
What Time Is It, Jeanne-Marie? Francoise. 124
Wheels, Wings, and Water. Coombs. 137
Where Love Begins. York. 36
Where Nothing Is Long Ago. Sorensen. 101
Where the Wild Things Are. Sendak. 65
Which Way to the Zoo? Wondriska. 36
WHITE. Automation Age. 73
. Money. 54
White Boy. Manzi. 29
White Faun of Phalera. Bothwell. 106
White Heron. Jewett. 80
White Marble. Zolotow. 88
WhiteWall. Houghton. 43
Whitewings, the Swan. Borg. 135
Whitey and the Colt-Killer. Rounds. 16
WHITTLESEY. U. S. Peace Corps. 119
Who? Schlein. 49
Who Do You Think You Are? Lerner. 172
Who Goes There in My Garden? Collier. 108
Who Is Erika? Falk. 109
Who Wants Music on Monday? Stolz. 66
Who's Jenny? Adam. 89
Why Did They Name It .. .? Campbell. 107
WIER. Loner. 87
. Rumptydoolers. 177
WIESE. Rabbit Bros. Circus, One Night Only. 119
Wild Donahues. Friermood. 41
Wild Valley. Severn. 50
Wildfire. Valens. 34
WILLARD. Hetty. 68
William Harvey: Trailblazer of Scientific Medicine.
Marcus. 47
WILLIAMS, narr. Joan of Arc. 111
WILLIAMSON. Iron Charm. 148
Willie Mays: Coast to Coast Giant. Einstein. 5
Willy Is My Brother. Parish. 114
WILSON. Last Queen of Hawaii: Liliuokalani. 119
Wind of the Road. Caswell. 167
Winslow Homer. Ripley. 15
Wise Men of Schilda. Preussler. 128
WISE. Story of Mulberry Bend. 35
Witches of Venice. Montresor. 62
WITHERIDGE. Never Younger, Jeannie. 35
WOJCIECHOWSKA. Shadow of a Bull. 148
WOLFF. Let's Imagine Colors. 103
Wolves of Willoughby Chase. Aiken. 121
Wonderful Stuff. Russell. 116
Wonderful Tree House. Longman. 12
Wonders of Fungi. Kavaler. 157
Wonders of Wildlife. Roedelberger and Groschoff.
84
WONDRISKA. Which Way to the Zoo? 36
WOOD. Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon. 164
Woodrow Wilson Story. Peare. 84
WOODS, B. My Box and String. 119
WOODS, J. Maudie's Mush Pots. 36
WOODY. Time to Dance. 164
WORCESTER. Singing Flute. 120
World Awakes. Brooks and Walworth. 38
World History. Bullock, et al. 38
World of Medicine. Ross. 161
World of Prehistory. Baldwin. 134
World Provider. Riedman. 32
WRIGHT. Lona. 68
Writers at Work. Paris Review. 62
WYATT. Golden Stag. 87
WYLER. Prove It! 20
WYMER. Gilbert and Sullivan. 103
WYNANTS. Giraffe of King Charles X. 177
WYNDHAM. Family at Seven Chimneys House. 88
. Thanksgiving. 88
Year is a Window. Jackson. 111
Year of the Bloody Sevens. Steele. 86
YORK. Where Love Begins. 36
You and Your Brain. Groch. 110
You Have to Draw the Line Somewhere. Harris. 124
You Never Can Tell. Holland, ad. 10
YOUNG, M. Secret of Stone House Farm. 103
YOUNG, N. Flip the Flying Possum. 103
YOUNG, S. Boy at the Leafs' Camp. 177
Young Potter. Baker. 134
Young Spain. Manning. 113
Your Face Is a Picture. Clifford. 107
ZOLOTOW. Poodle Who Barked at the Wind. 132
. Quarreling Book. 36
____ . Tiger Called Thomas. 52
. White Marble. 88
Zoo in Her Bed. Marcin. 98



